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Explained Slmpklns Draft and
Other Matters and Denies That
He Is Attempting to Evade
Questions-M- ay

Con-

clude Today.
Idaho, July 12. Domlnlck
Flynn, one of the witnesses for the
defense In the Haywood trial, was
recalled by the state when the case
opened this morning. He was asked
as to a conversation he had with
Dar.lel Caney at Mullen, Idaho, in
1699.
The questions were evidently for
the purpose of Impeachment.
After Flynn left the stand, Haywood was recalled and his direct examination continued. Haywood said
that Orchard had been at his house
three or four times. Most members
of the union called there when they
were in Denver, he declared.
He denied that he had anything to
do with the purchase of a horse and
buggy for Orchard to go on killing
expeditions with. He said that one
day Orchard came to the federation
headquarters in a buggy with a col
ored man and said that Pettlbone
wanted to know If he could trade the
rig for a gray mare which the fed
eration owned, one of nineteen horses
which had been used In' the distri
bution of relief In the Cripple Creek
district.
Pettlbone was anxious to
get the mare for one of his delivery
wagons.

Didn't Ilan Killing.

was a move on foot to reduce wages
throughout the district.
"So," said the senator, "the. West
ern Federation had a permit system
or its own, and no one could work
where it was In control unless he had
a union card?"
"No sir, a man could go to work
anywhere without a card, but we expected him to join the union if he
wanted any of the benefits which
accrued from, membership in it."
Haywood was questioned closely as
to his appearance before a committee of the state in Denver to argue
on the eight-holaw.
Condemned Capitalism.
Haywood said he spoke bis mind
very freely to representatives of the
capitalistic class, who were present,
including Frank J. Hearne, of the
Colorado Fuel and Iron Co., and
Grant.
"I compared the palace in which
Governor Grant lived to the huts of
some of the ameltermen and I did It
so vividly that tears rolled down Gov.
Grant's cheeks and he said he was
going to leave the state.
"I told the men present that it was
such influences as they represented
that corrupted the legislatures and
courts."
"And you referred to the court of
which Judges Gabbert and Goddard
were members?"
Not Attempting to Evade.
"I referred to the supreme court."
"And you regarded Judges Gabbert and Goddard as representatives
of corrupt corporations influence?"
"I wouldn't like to say that personally."
Borah complained at one point
that the witness was endeavoring to
Hayevade a direct answerer.
wood disclaimed this and declared that he was ready to answer
any and all questions to the best of
his ability. At 11:30 luncheon recess was taken an dSenator Borah
announced that he would probably
finish the cross examination this afternoon.

The witness denied positively that
or
he ever talked with Orchard,
planned with him the killing of Sher
man Bell, Governor Peabody, James
Hearn, David Moffatt or Judges God- dard or Uabbert.
He declared that Orchard's story
on the wttness stand was the first
he had heard of these matters.
Haywood first met Steve Adams In
1902. He said the $76 he sent Adams
s)
at Ogden was his own (Haywood
money. Adams had been out prospecting and had stated on leaving
Denver that if he struck anything
he would locate Haywood in It.
As to the letter he wrote Orchard's
wife on November 18. 1905. Hay
wood sad his note was in reply to
one from Mrs. Orchard inquiring her
husband's whereabouts. He told her
all he knew about Orchard. He had
no way of knowing where Orchard
was except as the latter had told
him of his plans for going to Alaska.
Haywood did not care to tell Mrs.
said
Orchard what her husband
about not returning to her.
First Rcuti of Assassination.
Haywood declared that he knew
absolutely nothing of the plot against
Governor Steunenberg. The nrBt he
heard of the assassination was in the
papers, which claimed that the crime
was the culmination of the troubles
in Couer d'Alene.
The papers also reported that a
union card had been found in tne
effects of Thomas Hogan, who had
been arrested on suspicion. At miners' headquarters there was considerable question as to who Hogan was,
the concensus of opinion belrfg that
he was Orchard who had used the
name in Cripple Creek and to seek
employment elsewhere.
Hie Siiiinklim' Draft.
Haywood's explanation of sending
Bimpklns a J 100 draft on December
zi, iub, was as louows:
"Simpklns came to Denver early In
CONFER
WITH
December to attend the meeting of
$231.50
He
executive
drew
bord.
the
expenses
per diem and traveling
while there.
Cashing a check for this, he gave
Haywood 1100 and asked him to for
ward it to Spokane some time before
Christmas. He said he was going on
a trip and did not want to take so
Ambassador Aokl and Admimuch money with him.
rratm Kxanilnatlon Ilcgins.
arrest,
the
ral Yamamoto Take
The witness told of his
denial of the right of counsel and his
trip to Boise un a special train in
Luncheon at
charge of General Hulkely Wells.
Huywood said he was Indicted for
Oyster Bay.
inciting a riot nt Victor following the
Independence depot explosion. He
was lu Denver at that time. The
caw never came to trial.
New York, July 12. A peace conThis ended the direct examination ference of hardly less importance to
cross
and Senator Borah began the
the United States and Japan than
examination at once.
that now In session at The Hague,
Amiroved Sonic Musaziiie Views.
was held today when Admiral YamaSenator Borah examined Haywood moto, of Japan, and Viscount Aokl,
regarding the attitude of the federa the Japanese ambassador, paid an oflne ficial visit to President Roosevelt at
tion towards Uov. steunenberg.
witness admitted that the federation Oyster Boy.
governor
to
think of the
They were entertained at luncheon
had come
as a pronounced opponent of organ- by the president and his wife. Repized labor, although at one time, he resentative Parsons, of New York, Aswas an honorary member of a local sistant Secretary of State Bacon, and
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Morgan, of New
union.
Haywood was asked if the Miners' York, aslaled in entertaining the disMagazine reflected his views as well tinguished guests.
11cum Many Affairs.
as those of the organization and reThe details of the conference have
plied, 'Sometimes, in some instances
not been made public, but it is
it did not."
In regard to what It said about known that the proposed sending of
Steunenberg. he said:
the great Atlantic battleship fleet to
him In any other the Pacific was discussed by the Jap"I did not regard
you.
senator, or nan anese officials and the president beliirht than I do
lett Sinclair, or any of the others fore the luncheon was served.
The president was closeted with
who were concerned."
"I have understood that," replied Ambassador Aokl and Admiral Yamamoto for several hours previous to
Borah.
The witness was taken through a the luncheon, and during that time
long line of questioning as to Jack a number of matters were discussed,
though it was given out that the inSimpklns In wliicn limning
that has nut been published terview was only social In nature and
in compliment to Admiral
Yamabefore.
XiHVury.
moto, who was making his first visit
1'nioii Curd
in
posted
to the president.
In regard to th notice
the Cripple Creek district In 19U1 to
the effect that any one winking In Amhastudor Wrinlit Coining Home.
power plant
Tokio, Japan, July Iz. Luke F.
the mines at the milis ordistrict
after Wright, the American ambassador
of the Cripple Creek
September 15, that year, who were was received In farewell audiar.ee tocard, day by the emperor. His departure
unable te produce a union
would be regarded as 'an enemy of is generally regretted here. H? will
the ommunltv and be treated as be succeeded oy Thon'as .f. O'Brien,
iucn, Haywood ixpialued that there I until recently minister to Denmark.
ur
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Paclflc-Gul- f
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Route.

to As
certain Number Entering :
This Country.
--

MANY OF THEM HAVE
TO PERFECT TRAFFIC
ARRANGEMENT SOON
DODGED INSPECTORS
New Orleans, La., July 12. The
Santa Fe system Is planning a route
whereby its lines may enter this city,
thus establishing a new continental
route from the Pacific ocean to the
Gulf of Mexico.
Superintendent Maxon,
General
Chief Engineer Felt, and General
Freight Agent Hersey, of the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe, visited New Or.
leans recently on an inspection trip
preliminary to effecting a traffic arrangement
with the Gould line,
whereby the Santa Fe's Texas lines
may enter New Onleans on September
15, or shortly after that date.
The

Ban Francisco, Cal., July 12. Thi
Southern Pacific and Santa Fe railroads have been asked by Secretary
of Commerce and Labor Strauss O
rurnlsh him with data as to Uie number of Japanese they have can led
during the past eighteen months from
points In Texas, New Mexico and Ari
zona, near the Mexican border.
For many months the bureau
Immigration has had inspector.! in
Mexico watching the Japanese imml
gration.
There have been large numbers of
Japanese who have purchased tickets from various points in Mexico to
places in Canada, thus obtaining per
mission to travel through the United
Mutes, and it has been a noticeable
fact that, of the hundreds who travel
ed this route, none have reached Ca
nadlan borders.
The officials in
charge of the customs houses and
other Inspection points in the north
report that not a single Jap has ar
rived there.
it is their object, when they our
chase the tickets, to stop at some
point in the united states and trul
to luck to dodge the inspectors.
There are many points where they
can dwell in almost absolute secur

announcement of the intentions of tho
big system was made by ottioials today.
Will Build Line.
At the same time plans for the
transcontinental route were revealed.
The Santa Fe proposes to build a connecting line from their San Angelo
road in Texas to their main line to
the Pacific coast. This connection is
projected between either Coleman
Junction or Brownwood, Texas, to
Texlco, which is on the dividing line
between Texas and New Mexico, and
will make a route to the Pacific about
300 miles shorter than the Southern Ity.
Pacific. Meanwhile the Santa Fe will
construct its own line Into New Orleans, using the Gould connection AGED WOMAN BURNED
temporarily. The Santa Fe also proposes to build a connecting line between Center, Texas .and Tulsa, I. T
WITH HER HOME
to furnish an outlet through New Orleans for the Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, Oklahoma and Indian Territory district.
Pueblo, Colo., July 12. Mrs. Isa
belle Hunter, aged 70, a promlnen
old time resident of Rye, In the west
ern portion of this county, was burnDEATH IS KIND
ed to death.
She had just returned from Rya
and
she entered her yard saw the
TO THIS VILLAGE houseas was
on fire. She hurried to
the outer door, where the housekeeper, Mrs. Reynolds, attempted to preAurora. Mo., July 12. Taneyvllle, vent Mrs. Hunter from entering the
a small village In Taney county, has ourning structure, but without avail
noosed that some family heir
a remarkable record for longevity. It is suwere
what Mrs. Hunter wanted
The town is in the Ozark region, looms
save, for she immediately rushed
which Is noted for its healthful cli- to
mate, but Taneyvllle can point with upstairs, but on starting down found
the stairway on fire. She climbed out
pride to conditions which are re- upon
a porch roof, but the flames
markable tven there.
too old
In Taneyvllle and the immediate swept around her and,or being
Jump down,
famil- and feeble to climb
vicinity there are thirty-thre- e
he
was
clothing
her
stood
until
there
ies. In sixteen of these families the
age of both the husband and the wife ablaze.
Mrs Reynolds, who could see all
Is 1 excess of 63 years. .The oldest
that was going on from the ground,
of the number Is 81, the youngest was
unable to do anything for her
63. The average is 68.
One of theee couples was married and as the flames enveloped her body
gave
she
more than sixty years ago. Several gave way one pitiful shriek, the porch
and she fell from view into
have ben married more than half a
century. Twelve of the sixteen have the blazing ruins.
When the flames had died down
been married only once. Four have
and neighbors who had arrived on
been married twice.
The combined sixteen families are the scene began search for the body.
able to marshal for Inspection 103 It was found to be almost entirely
children. 191 grandchildren and thirty-- cremated.
one

GALVESTON

$150,000

IN LUMBER

TOWN

Cascade Locks. Oregon, July 12.
Fire, which originated in the boiler-roodestroyed the Wind River Lumber company's mill here today.
Driven by a high wind the flames
consumed every building between the
mill and the river. The lo is over
150,000.

WANTS

FIRE LOSS

July 12. The
Galveston. Texas,
Galveston chamber of commerce has
sent a request to Washington asking
government
that Galveston be
regulatl ins the same ai
quarantine
those of the other gulf ports.
Texas
alone, of all the gulf coast ta'".
now maintains a quarantine over the
federal government.
gi-e-

Chicago. July 12. A d I unatea to
tne Tribune from Washington says
An entirely new and extremely radl
cal proposition for the control of
the railroads has been advanced for
consideration by President Roosevelt.
It involves partial government own
ership of the transportation lines by
the actual purchase of stock.
Whether President Roosevelt would
adopt the scheme, which is bo nearly
may
socialistic In its development,
well be doubted.
It has been stated, however, that
ne is actually considering such a re
commendation, and that it la cart of
a proposition to bring the railroads
to time by securing receivers for
them.
Railroad Men Scout Theory.
President Roosevelt's firm stand
regarding government regulation of
railroads Is well known, but his new
proposition waa hardly expected. It
may be the resuu of frequent con
Terences with members of Uie Inter
state commerce commission and their
attorneys.
The idea that the government may
buy railroad stock is generally look
ed upon by railroad ottioials as
absurd. They declare that the gov
ernment has no constitutional right
to own such stocks, and that therefore
Roosevelt has no such idea.
The railroad men in general are
not paying much attention to the
rumor, apparently, but It is noticeable
that they have been getting into con
nection today with official aouroes In
the effort to learn the true extent of
the president' ideas and Intentions,
Bay It's a Muff.
Wall street and other sources of
kindred nature declare that the whole
rumor is a bluff on the part of the
president to make the railroads
"come through," by which they mean
that the government wants to obtain
partial control of the transportation
lines with the consent of the present
owners.
Harriman, Hill, and others of the
principal railroad owners of the coun
try are not making any statements
concerning the latest developments.
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Paid Firm of Which Hayward Was Mem
ber Prices Greatly in Excess of Other
Meat
Firm's
Down-ContrBid Turned
act
Let at

'resident Considering Scheme
For United States to

Claims That He Knew Nothing
of Alleged Plots Until
This Trial.
ADMITS

The Krenlng Cltlsen, in Advance, $5 per
Delivered by Carriers, M cents per month.
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FAKE

Left

Bills-Trelf- ord

REFORM

IS

SHOWN

IIP

Bought For Use on Scenic Route
Reveal Astonishing System In Vogue-T- wo
Dealers Under
Identical Conditions Receive Widely Different Prices
For Same Supplies-Ho- w
It Was Done.

Santa Fe. N. M.. Julv 12. fSnee- lal.) The manner in which members
of the reform prison board took caro
ot each other In the little matter of
the purchase of supplies, came to
light when Marlon Littrell, the new
prison superintendent began going
over the vouchers and accounts of
the penitentiary in the hopes that he
could find enough funds, etc., on
nana to operate the prison for the
remaining live months of the fiscal
year.
The copies of two bills for prison
supplies bought in Las Vegas for the
prisoners at work on the scenic route
where it was absolutely necessary to
feed them In order to give them
strength to do the work, as shown
below will prove interesting as samples of the reform prison administration.
Jt will be noticed that Oraaf and
Hayward (Hayward is a member of
the prison board) were paid BIGHT
AND ONE HALF . CENTS for beef
while Turner and Ground received
SIX AND ONE HALF CENTS. This
was for the beef furnished
for
June, 1907.
On the fore quarters of beef It will
be noticed by a reference to the bills
that Turner and Ground were bald
FOUR AND . THREE QUARTER
wnue uraai ana waywara
vexo
(Haywood a member of the prison
board) were paid SEVEN AND A
HALF CENTS.
It will be noticed that the advance
Oraaf and Hayward received over the
price paid Turner and Ground is
about SO per cent on the sides of beef
and 66 3 per cent on the forequar-ter- s.

cratic member of the board also ap- mesa Dins as a reference te
i'ivc-the copies below will show.
BUT THAT 13 NOT ALL. That the
board of .prison commisslonera acted
absolutely unfairly in the matter is
shown by the fact that the Blanchard
Meat and Supply company of Albuquerque in response to a call for bids
on these supplies offered to furnish
the beef f. o. b. Santa Fe at SIX AND
TMKKM QUARTER CENTS PElt
POUND.
THE BID OF THIS COMPANY WAS TURNED DOWN BY
THE REFORM BOARD OF PRISON
COMMISSIONERS.
THE BLANCHARD MEAT AND
SUPPLY COMPANY ALSO MADE A
BID ON SIDE .BEEF.
This bid was also turned down by
the reform board of prison commissioners, despite the fact that it was
only FIVE AND THREE QUARTER
CENTS PER POUND. The prison
commissioners preferred, apparently,
to award the bid to Oraaf and Haywood of Las Vegas at SEVEN AND
A HALF CENTS.
It is understood that Santa Fe neat
men made even lower bill than did
the Albuquerque firm.
THIS IS A SAMPLE OF HOW
TRELFORD
IN SEVEN MONTHS
SPENT ALL BUT SOME $6,000 OF
THE APPROPRIATION OF t3K.0-ANWHY MARION LITTRELL.
THE NEW PUPBRINENDENT, IS
IN A QUANDRY AS TO HOW THE
PRISON CAN BE OPERATED WITH
THE FUNDS ON HAND FOR THE
REMAINING FIVE MONTHS.
ARTHUR TRELFORD. THE IMPORTED PRISON SUPERINTENDENT, LEFT SANTA FE YETERDAT
FOR OKLAHOMA.

This too, under a reform administration which advocated buying all
territorial supplies of all descriptions
The nianhard Ma nnl Supply
by the LOWEST BIDDER system.
company stated this afternoon to a
Comment Is unnecessary.
These Citizen representative that the bid It
bills were approved by one Joseph F. made for supply meats to the terriSulzer of Albuquerque, late member torial prison as stated in the Citizen'
of the legislative council, who bought special from Santa Fe was correct
AWARDS
JUDGE
the presidency to the prison board and that the board had turned down
by selling the legislative vote entrustthis bid.
ed to him to H. J. Hagerman, disTHE BLANCHARD MEAT AND
regovernor of the
SUPPLY
COMPANY
IS
WELL
SUPPORT TO WOMAN credited
Easley,
formers. Charles F.
demo KNOWN IN THIS CITY.
I'KXITKXTIARY ACCOUNT.
to (iraaf & Hayward, of Lag) Vegas, BT.
r.
Thomas F. Meyers, a local photo- Tho Territory of Now Mexico
Kl (amino Heal. No. lll0.
grapher, was ordered to pay to his
wife $20 a month, the costs of the
278 lbs. 8 He
June 7, 1907. Side Reef
$23.63
trial and also to give a bond to In11, 1907. Side Beef
220 lbs. 8 He
18.70
sure his paying his wife the stated June
14,
8
June
1907.
232
lbs.
Side
Vic
Beef
19.71
sum for her maintenance. Justice of
8 He
214 lbs.
IS,
1907.
1
Side
June
Beef
18.
making
the June 20, 1907. Three lard cans. . . .
the Peace Model lan
.75,
order thUi morning In his court.
.
21,
116
1907.
quarters.
lbs.
fore
June
Four
8.70
7Hc
Mrs. Meyers swore out a com
8 He
195 lbs.
June 25, 1907. Side Beef
11.60
plaint against her husband yester
181 lbs.
8 He
June 27, 1907. Beef
15.38
day. alleging that he refused to sup
;
.
.
28,
1907.
200
Flour
lbs
5.30
port her, and the case was set for 10 June 28, 1907.
. .
gals,
coal
oil
Five
June
1.20
o clock this morning in justice mc
gold
28, 1907.
Soap
25c;
$5.00
June
dust
lc
6.25
court.
Clellan's
1
28,
dry
1907.
suck
June
salt bacon 207 lbs.
20.70
Judge McClellan believed this to June
29, 1907. Side Beef
241 lbs.
20.48
be 'the preferable method of disposcase,
as
ing of the
to Jail the de
$169.60
fendant would deprive his wife of
future support.
l'KXITKNTIAKY ACCOUNT.
The Territory of Sew Mexico to Turner & Ground, of Las Vegas, N. M.,
U tuinino Heal.
Dr.
Distribution:
So. 1179.
"SEALED PACKAGE"
M-D-

DiMi-lbulio-

SYSTEM ADOPTED

June
June

1,

1907.

1, 1907.

376 lbs.
Two sides beef
One fore quarter beef 84 lbs.

"

$6.50
4.00

EIRE DESTROYS

1907.

CHAS F. EASLEY, Secretary.

RATE

$28.67

Commissioners July 8th.
J. F. SULZER.
President.

SON
FREIGHT

24.45

4.JJ

"

Approved by order of Board of Fenltentlary

Chicago, 111., July 12. The "sealed
package" system of buying cattle at
the Chicago stockyards was adopted
as a compromise at a meeting beof the Chicago
tween representative
livestock exchange and the packers
yesterday.
Under the agreement the packing
house buyers will make purchases at
their own risk, after having made
examination and selection.

'"

ARE

ACQUITTED OF

Biff

LUMBER

8EPL1
PLANT

to
Chicago, 111., July 12. Fire last Public
night swept through the big lumber
Stand 10 Percent
plant of the Chicago Woodenware
company, on Lumber and West 22d
$50,-00Raise.
streets, causing a loss of about
and for a time threatening the
entire district.
Captain Charles Schmmele and
Salt Lake City. Utah, July 12.
seven firemen were severely cut and
bruised as the result of an explosion. Freight rates on lumber shipments
throughout the United States, and
particularly
between Washington,
POSTAL CLERKS
Oregon and other Pacific coast points
to the intermountaln county will be
TO GET INCREASE raised from five to ten per cent on
September 1st or October 1st. The
price of lumber to the public will be
proportionately increased.
Washington, D. C, July 12. (SpecIluine l. Gcnt-ruL- .
ial.) The following promotions and
The railroads state that the object
Increase! In salary have been mail'J
lu making
the raise is to retrieve
In powtotllces In New Mexico:
At Santa Fe, one clerk from $800 what is becoming a loss in time and
power to them, necessitated by longto 90'l per year.
At Hatiin. one clerk from $500 to er hauls from the lumber camps, and
the use of more curs for this class of
$600, and one from $600 to $800.
At Roswell, two from $500 to $600, freight than are used for other classes at similar compensation.
one from $700 to. $800.
Will Be

0,

Obliged

Jury Only Required Five

Min-

utes to Free Them
of Charge.
LaPlata. Mil , July 12. In five minutes after retiring today, a verdlot ot
acquittal was returned by the jury in
the case of Mrs. Bowie and her son,
who were tried for the murder of
Hubert Posey.
CotvgresMtn an Sydney E. Mudd,
of
the counsel for the defense, In his address to the Jury, disclaimed belief
In the Insanity of Mrs. Bowie or her
son, but he declared that under the
circumstances, they should not be
held responsible for the killing of
Posey, when he refused to marry Mrs.
Bowie's daughter, after publicly announcing their engagement.
' in conclusion he said:
"I confidently claim the protection of what I
have called the 'unwritten law' as an
adequate defense for these

'ALBUQUERQUE

mob nra

EVENING

CITIZEN.

F1UDAY,

The Biggest tiind of a Change
that Ever Happened to Any Magazine
Has Happened This Month to

Classified Advertisements!

S

RO

IE

SEEN IN

SCHOOLS
HEM WANTED.
HEITp WANTED If that
i your
crying need, a want ad In The
Evening Clttien'a want column will
svseur you of plenty of employes.
VVAMKD.

WANTED Gunny sacks, all kinds.
K. W. Fee. 802 South First street.
ISVANTKD
Hoy with pony to deliver
papers. Apply at this office.
WANTED A good, reliable man to
run coal chute. Apply to Charles
M. Fisher, Santa Fe chutes.
Immediately,
a white
WANTED
Apply Horabin-Mc-;nffc- y
ramp cook.
Co.

"WAITED
Experienced bookkeeper
that can do telegraphing. Address,
A. H. Hilton Mer. Co., San Antonio,
N. M.

WANTED A girl for general housework at S15 South Third street.
WANTliD Plain sewing; children's
208
South
clothes a specialty.
Arno. Phone 1320.
the
WANTED A first class cook for obSanta Fe restaurant. Price no
ject If the cook Is right.
WANTED First class cook at Allan
hotel. Must furnish reference. 150per month. J. M. Allen, Magdalena, N. M .
WANTED To borrow S600 on
ranch property, about 80
Mrs.
acres. Oood 4 room house.
Norrls. 110 East Coal avenue.
WANTED People who want something, to advertise In The Citizen'
want column. A few line cost but
few cents but bring returns an
hundred fold.
WANTED Ladles who wish stylish
dressmaking. Also apprentice. Call
on Miss C. P. Crane, 612 North
Second street Millinery at half
price.
WANTED At once, woman to 00
small family, good
housework;
wages. Inquire Mrs. F. E. Sturges,
423 North Second street.
WANTED Organizers, either sex, on
salary of $100 a month and exassociapenses for an
tion, paying weekly sick and accifurnishing
free
and
benefits
dent
medical attendants to all its members. Liberal contract will be
made with producers of business.
American Sick and Accident Association, Buffalo, N. Y.
MEN WANTED.
MEN WANTED Somewhere every
day. If you ar looking for a Job
's
put a want ad In The Evening
want column and it will do
the rest.
FOR KE.Vr.
FOR RENT House furnished complete for housekeeping. See M. L.
Schutt, 21SouthSecond street.
FOR RENT Mesa ranch,
mile from University. Best well
on mesa, good house, plenty of
chicken yard, cheap rent to right
party. John M. Moore rteany uo.
FOR RENT rooms for light house- keeping; good cool sleeping rooms.
Inquire 617 South Broadway, Mrs.
H.JE. Rutherford.
FOR RENT Two large furnished
rooms for llghthousekeeplng ;one
block from car line. $10 per
01 Forrester avenue
month.
FOR RENT Furnished cottage flats
and rooms for housekeeping, cheap
for the summer. By the month $10
and $15. or by the week. Mrs. E.
K. Norrls. 110 East coal avenue,
FOR RENT Several small cottage,
all nicely furnished for housekeeping. J. B. Block, Jemei Hot
Springs, N. M.
EMPIiOVJiENT.
EMPLOYMENT If you need work
The Citizen' want column will furnish you a quick and ready mean
of securing it at a minimum expenditure. Put a want ad in The
Citizen today and be at work
--

Citi-sen-

one-quart- er

FOR BAIitV
"
FOR "SALE Fin e sad d le pony7jUso
saddle. 320 West Hunlng avenue.
FOR 8 ALE iFurnsture of a five room
623 South
house, almost new
Edith street.
at
FOR SALE Furniture. Inquire
phone
19 North First street or
1497.

FOR SALE: Bankrupt stock of gen
eral merchandise, store building,
fixtures, blacksmith shop, other
real estate and livestock. For par
ticular address J. A. Miller, trus
tee, San Rafael, N. M.
A SNAP The best paying hotel busl.
ness in New Mexico for $1,800 cash,
See M. L. Schutt, 219 South Second
eweet.
FOR SALE Fine young Jersey bull.
Inquire mornings, at 611 North
First street Geo. A. Blake.
FOR SALE Half Interest in estab
ilshed poultry business. Bred-t- o
Lay Poultry Yards. J. T. Harger,
prop., 12th street and Mountain
road.
FOUND Through The want column
of The Evening Citizen, Just what
you have been looking for. An
advertising source sure to bring returns for small expenditure. Try a
want ad and be convinces.
v

rrxxxxxcaooocxxxxyxKxxxxxx
REAL

ESTATE

BARGAINS

FOR SALE.
2 aires garden land,
three room adobe
house, two horses,
spring wagon, fur600.00
niture, If sold soon.
One of the best busiin
ness properties
Albuquerque,
will
pay 8 per cent on
$18,000.00
Investment
Business corner, good
6.000.00
location
Another good corner
2.200.00
two lots
86 acres
of highly
Improved land, west
of saw mills, $2tJ an acre.
20 acres in alfalfa,
mile north of town.
main
ditch runs
4,600.00
through land
200 acres of fine land
all under cultivation
witter supply never

talis

10.000.00

A. Montoya
215 WfSt Gold ht.
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQO

PERSONAL

PROPERTY

LOANS.

On
Planoa, Organs.
Furniture,
Horses, Wagona and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as lit
and as high as $200. Loans ar
quickly made and strictly private
Time: One month to one year given
Oood
remain In your possession
Our rates are reasonable. Call an
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
)'
Steamship tickets to and from
parts of the world.
Rooms I and 4, Orant Bldg.
303 H West Railroad Ave,
PRIVATE OFFICH8.
Open Evenings.

BIG RICH

12.

1907.

LEDGE

IS FOUND AT
FLEMING

Bernalillo County Is Making Mogollon Mountains Yield
Another Strike of Great
Marked Progress ln;
Value.
That Line.

SGRP

MONEY to LOAN

Jl'I.Y

Silver City, N. M., July 11 Rapid
county's
district's
Bernalillo
schools are steadily advancing, a fact progress la being made sinking the
which is shown very clearly in tne Mayllower shaft on the Nashville
in the Improvements now being made group of claims, situated on the di
in almost every district,
ine people vide between White water and Iron
desire improvements in every line Creek In the Burro mountains. Tho
claims and beconnected with educational work and group consists of five
as rapidly as possible, they are being longs to Coagrove &. Knucky of Bur- roe.
workings,
deep
65 feet from
more
The
accomodated.
There Is much
interest In the schools of the terrl the surface, show strong veins of coptory now than there was a few years per ore, from which twenty per cent
ore Is assorted in marketable quansince.
THE SCRAP BOOK for July Im Issued Jit two mecilonm two complete) magarlne, each
tities. The Copper (jueen, Mayflower,
School Improvements.
with Itm own cover and Itm own tablo of content, Ono of (host mectlonm Im an
In district No. 1, San Jose, an elec Nashville No. 2, Smuggler and Nashmagarlno. Each Im a mammoth maga-wtn- o
magazine f the other Im an
tion is to be held on July 25th vhen ville Group aH show ore In paying
the people will vole on a proposl quantities, and may be regarded as
In Itmolf. Tlio ono present an overwhelming array of human mfereef article and
tlon to issue $3,500 bonds for a new among the many first class mining
pagem
1
of abmorbing mtoriem.
60
Vlumtratlonm t the other an enormoum tonnage rf fiction
school. There is every reason to be groups in the Burro mountains. The
magazine. Now I m creating another
are going ahead with,
Ten yean ago 1 created a new type of magazine the
lieve that the bonds will be voted a proprietors
practically every one in the district their work of development carefully
distinct type the ALUILLUSTRATED magazine. Thit ii the age of specialization. The conventional magazine,
and intelligently and will In a very
favors the new school.
with its smattering of illustrations and its smattering of fiction and its smattering of special articles, doesn't contain
In the Plaza. Martinez, north of the short time open up a valuable and
magazine and the
enough of anyone thing to make it satisfying. The
highly productive property.
city,
building
new
school
is
under
a
magazine, joined together as a unit, strengthen each other, and make something really big and forceful and convincing.
Fleming.
construction,
while improvements
The discovery of what promises to
have been .made in the buildings In
every
one
be
of
most
the
valuable finds in a
district.
almost
Another sign of the advancement mining sense In Grant county was
being al purely accidental. For the last quarIs the Increased salaries
magazine idea is brand-neto the world. It is not quite new with me, however, as I have
The
lowed to teachers in many districts ter of a century the mountains adIt first came into my mind in response to a desire to couple, in
given it, at odd times, four or five years of thought.
year.
Albuquerque
Old
this
leads. jacent to old Camp Fleming have
magazine with the illustrated features of th conventional magazine. It has
some way, the strength of the
having advanced the pay of the prin been prospected and most excellent
is
it.
is
in
see
perfected,
idea
wish
what
looks
the
there
Now
to
work
It
problem
I
to
out.
that
to
difficult
a
been
cipal of the school to $60 a montn, results have followed; but it was left
an Increase of $10 a month, while a for Baylor Polk while In search of
m to be very good, but th only way to know a thing is to try it.
ten dollar increase is given the other drinking water to discover and loA similar
Increase has cate the Dark Horse mine less than
teachers.
been made In San Jose, Plaza Marui a quarter of a mile from the old
nez and Duranes, the only districts wagon road In a northerly direction
cente, which ia equal to twelve
magazine ia tweaty-fiv- e
of a mile from
which have thus far elected teachers, and about three-eightThe price of thla two-pa-rt
Black Prince Gulch.
Noticing a
Teachers KHiMtod.
cents a magazine. Moat magatinea which were selling at ten cents
and one-ha- ll
Al moist place In the bottom of tho
meeting
recent
Old
At
of
the
have been advanced to Sheen cents. THE SCRAP BOOK in two parts means two
buquerque school directors the fol gulch he dismounted and began to
cents against thirty cents for two fifteen cent magazines.
magazines for twenty-fiv- e
lowing teachers were elected for the dig for water and found with the
first stroke of the pick, rich silver
coming year:
Miss llelva McCready, principal; bearing lead. It required but a few
News-stan- ds
Miss Ona Schupp and Mrs. Doloras moments to locate the mine and, deArmljo.
termine Its width as a possible shipIn Duranes. Miss Anna Alien and ping proposition. A few days' demA.
.Miss Margaret .Neler have been re
onstrated that the Dark Horse vein
and group of claims contiguous to
elected.
In Plaza Martinez, Mrs. O'Connor the discovery was a phenomenal find
Roberts and Miss Isabelle Connelly in point of value and visiible productiveness. The vein has been stripped
nave been
Sleight for a distance of sixty feet and shows
In San Jose, Katherlne
and Miss Beatrice Sleight have been from two to three feet of steel gray
galena, and as depth Is gained there
Other elections will follow In a is a preemptible Increase In the
few days and by the convening of values and product of this, one of the
V1IEIIE THEY PL.W
the county institute it is expected most promising discoveries of 1907.
that most of the districts will have The fortunate owner has recently
dlsiposed of his property to Messrs.
National Lengnc.
selected their teachers.
St. Louis at Hoston.
T. H. Carter & Co., at good figures.
36 2 deck
Chlciigo at Philadelphia.
Parmington, N. M., July 12. The The new owners will develop their
I'lnelnnati at New York.
community Is very much excited ov- newly acquired purchase, and it goes
Pittsburg at Brooklyn.
er a report current here that Fred almost without saying that the presE. Hyde, Jr., hus been either mur- - ent year will develop the Dark Horse
Ixagiic.
uured or lost. Hyde invested over mine into a highly productive and
Huston at Cleveland.
All the condi$200,000 In this country a few years profitable property.
New York at Detroit.
ago. In January of this year he was tions necessary for a permanent and
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
reported to have left Pueblo Bonita, valuable mine warrant the above
Washington at Chicago.
where he has been running an In predictions.
Cars of Orp.
dian trading store for several years,
A rarload of smelting ore is awaitand It wus reported that he had
HOW THEY STAND
gone east, but it now transpires that ing shipment from the old Black
mine. James Cumbee. co- he has not turned up in the east Prince
Nutloniil Lcnjntc.
Won. Lost. Pet nor has It been discovered that he owner with Ed. Young of Silver City,
has had considerable trouble in seChicago
65
19
.743 took the train anyWhere.
4 4
New York
He was un eccentric man, and al- curing teams, but that now that this
26
.629
4 2
Pittsburg
28
.600 though a- recognized millionaire spent trouble is obviated, the indications
Philadelphia
40
31
.563 most of his time among the Navajos. are that the returns from this shiplioston
31
38
.449 It Is reported here that some of the ment will Justify work on a more exBrooklyn
30
43
.411 Navajos claim he was murdered and tended scale than has heretofore been
30
Cincinnati
44
.405 that some Indians know where he Is attempted on this valuable and much
neglected property.
St. Louis
17
60
.221 burled.
Nat Fisher has uncovered good
officers are working on the case,
hut as Pueblo Bonita is sixty miles shipping ore In one of his recent loAmerican I.reifrue.
Won. Lost. Pet from the railroad out in the desert cations, and In addition to the initial
Chlcngo
46
25
.648 there are many stories told of the mkjor necessary to hold a claim, has
46
29
Cleveland
.613 peculiar dealing of the Hyde explor- In view and will' open up the old
39
29
lHtrolt
.574 ing expedition, which a few years Columbia vein and take out the rich
40
Philadelphia
32
.556 ago did a tremendous business In chloride of silver ores for which thvi
New York
33
35
.4X5 Navajo blankets and Indian curios property is noted.
George W. Robinson, another sucSt. Louis
44
30
.405 here from 1901 to 1903.
Hoston
27
45
.375
The missing Hyde was at the head cessful prospector, has made what
promises
to ,be an important discovWashington
many
44
.333 of this enterprise and a great
'ii
thousand dollars was lost. Fred E. er, which he has named the Gertrude,
Wowtorii Ivi'!imc.
Hyde, Jr., the missing man, and Bab- near the summit of the ridge dividWon. Lost. Pet bitt Hyde, of New York City, are the ing Black Prince Gulch froan the
29
41
.586 heirs of the great Babbitt estate that Southwest fork of WaJnut Creek. As
les Moines
4 5
mahn
34
.5
was built up out of the soap manu- yet the openings are mere surface
pits, but these indicate that greater
Denver
33
37
.530 facturing business.
39
Lincoln
values will be encountered
35
with
.527
Sioux City
31
depth. The ore Is silver lead, and
44
.413
DON'T WAIT.
45
carries 195 ounces silver and 60 per
27
.375
rueoio
Toko Advantage of Albuquerque Citi- cent lead and is widening with depth.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
The crevice or pay mattrlal Is now
zen's
Before It's
two feet In width.
Too Late.
Lcairiip.
Mogollon.
National
When the back begins to ache.
At Philadelphia
Mogollon
For many years the
R. H. E
Don't wait until backache becomes
range of mountains. In Grant county,
Chicago
8
3
chronic:
Philadelphia
4 13
has attracted the attention of prosdeTill serious kidney troubles
pectors throughout New Mexico. It
Itatlerles Keulbaeh, Taylor
and velop;
Kllng: Drown and Dooin.
remained however for Col. J. W.
urinary
destroy
Till
troubles
Fleming to locate one of the most
At New York
R. H. E night's rest.
0 6
promising
copper-silvbearing
Cincinnati
Profit by an Albuquerque citizen's mineral yet offound
New
10 14
York
in that wonderfulexperience.
ly rich mining section. During the
flatteries Mason
Schlei
and
Mrs. L. A. Benson, of 308 Baca summer
'85, while following a
Wilste and Bowerman.
M., says: band of ofmarauding
Avenue, Albuquerque, N.
Col.
"I never had backache to speak of Jack noticed the ledge, Apaches,
American I.licne.
and has outago
came
five
I
until
here
months
E,
At Cleveland
R. H.
fitted several parties at dlfferen
1
8
0 when it set in and became an almost times, all of whom were unsuccessful,
Cleveland
annoyance.
continual
If I would and failed to find the copper bearing
1
0 6
Boston
long, and when I would wash rock. Nothing daunted by the failBatteries Clarkson
and Clarke: stand
my back was so painful as It seemed ure of others. Col.
Glaze and Shaw.
Flesnfng called toThe persistent aching his aid. Frank Fleming, a nephew
R. H. E. to kill me.
At Chicago
me
so
1
nervous at times that I who ha cattle In the region alluded
Chicago
made
10 10
1 could hardly control myself. A friend 'to, telling him that If he ever found
8
2
Washington
Batteries Smith and McFarland: and neighbor recommended Doan's any green rock to bring It In. After
Kidney Pills to me so I procured a many unsuccessful
Patten. Hlckmaji and Heydon.
hunts
Frank
At St. Louis
H. H. E. box. I had not used more than half found the rocks and outcropping
4
5 10
St. Louis
of them before the distress in my ledge, brought samples to his uncle
Philadelphia
6 9 4 back had ended and I was relieved for assay, which gave a return of 36
Batteries Howell. Pelty and Stev of headache, an annoyance
which per cent copper and 21 ounces of silens; Dygert, Waddell and Schreck.
had distressed me a great deal. Now. ver per ton. On visiting the place
any
sign
if I notice
of backache, I lust week Col. Fleming found It to
Western League.
Immediately appeal to Doan's Kid be the Identical spot he had noted 23
At Sioux City
R. H. E. ney Pills and a few doses
ag.i. The find lias ibeen propsuffice to years
4
6
8
Sioux City
erly and legally located, and within a
every
dispel
Indication
of
the
8
10 16
Denver
very short time will be opened, anil
JOE lilllMINOHAM. THE CHAMPION
I'
THROW! P
Newlln
and
llatterles Furcher,
lots taken out to demonsAITEK A IA)XU TllJtOW.ins VCE
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c. tonnage
Sheehan; Adams and McDonough.
the value of this new and what
Foster-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo. N. Y.. trate
4 12
3
to become a productive and
proonlses
St. Louis. Mo., July 12. Joe Bir- Owing to the great distance sepa Des Moines
5 11
2 sole agents for the United States.
mingham, ouuielder for Cleveland, is rating him from home, no one ex Pueblo
Remember the name Doan's and rich copper mining district.
Oehrtng,
Yeager and
being showered with praise for a poeieu mat ne would even attempt
Batteries
2(
to Dexter; Fltzgeruld and Drill.
take no other.
marvelous peg to the plute made by ncau ma runner at me piate.
R. H. E.
At
Lincoln
him in a recent game between the
aieauying
himself, however, he let Lincoln
2
3
6
Naps and St. Louis Drowns.
go and the ball sped like a rifle shut
5
1
8
IOWA JUDGE HOLDS
A local paper describes his feat straight into the tnltt of Nlir r'UrU.. dmuha
Zinran;
itatlerles Clcotte and
as "the greatest throw ever made on who did not have to step out of his
Gonding.
Sullivan,
and
Hall
any diamond anywhere."
It is sel- tracks. Wallace was nulled with
dom that a single act of a base bull rooan io spare.
FOR TWO CENT FARE
AsMM'latliin.
player is considered
suhViently
Aiier me game curious persons
1:
At Kansas City: Kansas City
praiseworthy to merit an editorial, measured me distance or the throw Columbus
3.
but Kuxh was the value attached In which was found to be 319 feet
Minneapolis 4;
Minneapolis:
At
Hlrmy's case.
lies Moines, Iowa. July 12. Judge
is admitted to be one Louisville 10.
With Wullace on third In the ninth if the most sensational peg artists
of the federal
Smith Mcpherson.
Milwaukee-Indian-- a
At
Mllwuukee:
Inning, Hcmplill Kent a long tly to In fast cmnpuny.
court, today denied the application
liy his splendid polis, no game.
Klrmlngham
center.
managed to throwing lie has won the title of
of two stockholders of the Iowa CenAt St. Paul: S. Paul 1; Toledo 7.
CONTAINS HONEY AND TAR
eaten the ball after tall traveling. Mauser Arm lode.
tral, and Minneapolis and St. Louis
orders
for restraining
railroads
Relieve Colds by working them out of
Had Burns Quickly Healed.
the directors of those roads
Cunxl Three of tlio Family with Ouo
A Memorable Day.
"I am so delighted with what aisalnst
prevent them from putting Into the system through a copious and healthy
Itottle
One of the days we remember with Chamberlains Salve has done for me to
of Cluuiibt-rlnlii'fColic,
two cent passenger rale action of the bowels.
effect
the
Cholera ami li.arrlioeu ltcmctly.
pleasure, as well as with profit to
I feel bound to write and tell passed by the Iowa legislature whicii
Coughs by cleansing the
Relieve
"I purchased a bottle of Chamber- - our health. Is the one on which we that
you so." says Mrs. Robert Mytton, became effective July 4.
mucous membranes of th throat, cbast
Iain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea became acquainted with Dr. King's 457 John St., Hamilton, Ontario. "My
and bronchial tubes.
Hemedy,
and found It to be all New Life Pills, the painless purifiers little daughter had a bad burn on
A Wonderful Happening.
claimed for it in the adertisements. that cure headache and bllllouaness. her knee. I applied Chamberlain's
wAs pleasant to the taste
Y.,
N.
witnessed
Bryon,
has
Port
Three of the family have used it with and keep the bowels right. 25c at all naive and
healed beautifully
it
as Maple Sugar"
of
cases
remarkable
one
most
of
the
good results In summer complaint.
dealers.
Tills salve allays the pain of a burn healing ever recorded. Amos F. King
H. E. Howe, publisher of the I'rvxs,
most Instantly. It
for sale by all of that place says: "Bucklen
Ar
Highland, Wis. For eale by all drugdruggist.
nica Salve cured a sore on my leg
Are you looking tor sometnlng?
gists.
SO
over
Buffered
I
had
which
with
KIDNEYS Try
the
want
column
of
The
For BACKACHE-WE- AK
u
Our ROITGII DHT wont aon' have years.
I am
now eighty-five- ."
Evening Citizen are for your especial
Kldnaj ud Bladdw Pllli-S- uri
and Sift
OiWltt'i
Imperial
all
FEE'S GOOD, COL! TIOOT klEEJ benefit.
by
Laun
over.
sores,
to
washed
be
all
cure
Guaranteed to
It talks to the people and
SOLD BY J. 1. OHIEIXY CO.
dealers, 25c.
iry Co.
AT WALTON'S Dlll'ti STOIU2.
tney talk to you.
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N
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SALESMEN WANTED.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

The Only Way to Know a Thing is to Try It

LAWYERS.

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW,
N. W.. Washington, D. C.

It F.St..
Pensions,
caveats,
copyrights,
land patents,
letter patents, trade marks, claims
It. W, D. Bryan.
ATTORNET AT LAW, Albuquer
que, N. M. Office,
First NaUonal
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Offlee
Cromwell block, Albuquerque, N. M.
DENTISTS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 1 and I, Barnett building
over O'Rlelly'a drug store. Pbont
No. 744. Appointments made by mail.
DR. C. A. ELLER,
Dentist.
N. T. Armljo Building.
Phone 89.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
No. 808 Railroad avenue.
Offles
hours, I a, m., to 11:30 p. m.; 1:88
p. m. to S p. m. Both phones. Appointments made by mail.
W. mT SHERIDAN, M. D.
Homeopathic Physician and Burgeon
Occidental Life Building. Telephone 888. Albuquerque, N. If.
DR. R. Lu HCS1.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with Hlgk
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
DRS. BUONSON A BIIONSON,
Homeopaths,
Over Van' Drug Store. 'Phone
Office and residence, 828.
6-- 8,

two-secti-

w

Easy Money

Two Magazines for a Quarter
Now Ready on all

FRANK

MUNSEY,

New York

Birmingham Makes Greatest Throw

BASE BALL

Made on Any Diamond Anywhere

Anii-rtcu-

i

-

UNDERTAKER
BORDERS
ARCHITECTS
F. W. Spencer. Room
nett building, Albuquerque,
Both phones.

48-4-

Bar

7

N.

NOTARY PUBLIC.
Tho. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders,
West Gold avenue.

M

Ill

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, land of
flee at Santa Fe, N. M., June 24
1907.

Notice Is hereby given that Lucas
uauegos, or San Rafael, N. M., has
filed notice of hi intention to make
proof In support of
final five-yehis claim, viz: Homestead entry No.
6998 made April 22, 1902, for the
WV4 SEU. and Stt SWli, section 24
township 6 N., range 7 W., and that
said proof win be made before 611
vestre Mlrabal, U. S. court commlu
sloner, at San Rafael, N. M., on Aug'
ust 6, 1907.
He name the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence up
on, and cultivation or, the land, viz
Manuel Lucero, Trinidad Sabedra,
Manuel Montoya, Vlctorlno Trujlllo,
all of San Rafael. N. M.
MANUEL K. OTERO,
Register.
ar

Hie Charming Woman.
not necessarily one of perfect form
and features. Many a plain woman
who could never serve as an artist
model poaseases those rare qualities
that all the world admires: neatness,
clear eyes, clean smooth skin and
that sprlghtllness of step and action
that accompany good health. A phy
slcally weak woman Is never attract
Ive, not even to herself. ' Electric
Bitters restore weak women, give
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth,
velvety skin, beautiful complexion
Guaranteed at all druggists, 60c.
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(EXCURSIONS

Slcxlco City and return 840.25. June
ei to IS Inclusive. I .Unit Augunt
SI. 1907.
Norfolk. Va.. and return. 15 day limit,
858.75: sixty day. $73.80; seasor
limit, Dec. 15th, $87.45.
Denver and return, 823.70; Colorado
Springs and return, $20.75; Pueblo
and return, $18.05. Tickets on sale
June 1st to Sept. 80, 1807. Heturn
limit Oct. 31. 1907.
T. E. PURDT. Agent
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Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

AiiM-ricu-

1
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Children Like

It

Utin.W, JVLT

10

MUCH

ALBUQUERQUE

12. HK)T,

LIVE

FOR INSISTS

JOHN D.
Working" Vacation
This Month.

TO HOT WEATHER

Plays Coll With Enthusiasm of
an Expert and Takes Other Exercise In Like Amount-Atten- ds
to Business Too.
Cleveland. O.. July 12. John D,
Rockefeller, who was 68 years old
this week. Is In Cleveland lor his
summer vacation.
But his Is a vacation In name only.
It you were to ask the richest man
In the world he would tel you, 11 ne
chose to tell you anything, that he
worked harder today to keep hi
wealth than he ever worked as a
young man to make money.
Far from the slmiple life Is that
of John D. Itockefeler.
Here Is the
daily routine which he follows at
Forest Hill, his thousand-acr- e
home
fronting on Euclid avenue:
Rises 7 a. m. Has a light break-jfas- t,
consisting of a chop or two and
a little fruit. If no meat, then al
monds or peanuts.
Works Hard.
Immediately
after breakfast he
summons his private secretary, Miss
Antoinette Adams, and together they
go through
his correspondence, of
which, there Is always a great mass.
iMiss Adams answers all of the letters
which Mr. Rockefeller chooses to answer, saying:
"Mr. Rockefeller directs me to say,"
and signs
each letter with her own name.
Then he attires himself In his golf
euit, which consists of baggy gray
trousers, the ends of the legs Inside
d
yellow shoes, a short
of
coat of gray material, a sweater and
a cap. Out to his private links he
goes, playing with whoever he can
rind. For several hours he bangs the
ball around the green, in the meantime walking many miles. At noon
he returns to the house la a profuse
'perspiration, and takes a bath, after
which his valet, John, ru)s him down
thoroughly with alcohol. Then Rockefeller crawls Into clean linen and a
blaok shit and goes after a good
square meal.
In the afternoon he receives his
frlenda. If the day Is fine and there
Is an inclination, they play golf. If
not, the time Is spent In conversation or driving around the big estate.
Ijate in the afternoon the oil king
summons UIss Adams again. He
hears reports concerning the morning's correspondence and the mall
arrived during the day, and
that has
they get out the account books and
go through them.
All his beneftc-tion- s
are gone over and new ones,
perhaps, provided for.
After that comes a light supper.
Then he converses with his wife and
At times a few friends, reads or Is
read to, and retires at an early hour.
Hl Wife III.
Mrs. Rockefeller Is far from well
and her husband Is concerned constantly about her health.
The entrance to the elegant home
of John D. Rockefeller faces on Euclid avenue, but the house Itself Is a
mile away. The estate Is known as
Forest Hill. Heary iron gates are
d
swung between massive
stoue
columns.
Just Inside the entrance, a little
foaek from the carefully kept, sloping lawns and the smooth gravel
stone
road. Is a handsome
house. Here resides the smoothspoken Patrick Lynch, lodgekeeper.
The gates are chained and locked and
no living soul was ever known to
pass that portal without an "O. K."
frewn Patrick L. Yet when permission comes to his lodge from the
Is urban- Rockefeller manslonj-ynchigh-toppe-
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fall of IS Inches yearly average, this appropriated iraters that now flow M
gives an abundant supply of water the gulf periodically, in enormous and
of
for the acreage under the canals. disastrous floods.
The citizen
The cost of this system to the gov- New Mexico and Texas will pay back
OKALCm IN NATIV AND CHICAGO LUMBER
ernment vaa $303,68 7.
Water was to the reclamation fund their propor
tionate share of the cost of the con
turned on lost year.
SHERWIN-WILLIAM- S
PAINT-Co- ver
The character or the soil Is similar struction of these Impounding and dimore, looks best, wear
to that of the Carlsbad district, and version dams, but it Is expected that
longest
most
th
economical;
full measure.
money
the products are practically the same. congress will appropriate the
BUILDINO
Always
In stock.
PAPER
Plaster, Lime. Cement.
In addition to the government system necessary for furnishing to Mexlcj
Paint, Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc
of Irrigation there are several private the amount of water agrerd upon.
FIRST STREET AJTD COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, ?fEW HEX.
Irrigation systems In the Roswell This sum, It Is estlmatid, will be In
country, drawing their supply of wa the neighborhood of one million dol
ter from itprings, and which have lars. Lpflstourg
diversion dam, which
The
been exceedingly
successful. The
lands under these private canals can was completed In March of the pres
not be bought for less than $200 per ent year, forms the heading of the
acre, and In many Instances the price Meslila valley canal, w Urn is tne
Aft al
Is rrom $300 to ihuo. Mear Roswell largest canal of the projeot.
lotment of $200,000 for this work was
Is also an artesian belt In which Irri
gation Is successfully carried on by made In December, 1905. The site
317-31- 9
S, Second St.
means of artesian wells. Adjoining chosen for the construction of this
the town la a pumping district In dam was at Penasco Rock, seventeen
which water Is r.Jsed by means of miles north of the city of Las Cru Phone 967
gasoline engines, one well furnishing ces, nt the head of the Meslila Yala sutticient supply of water for ten to ley, and extends from that point down
the river to the upper end of "The
twenty acres.
Around the town of Artesla, mid- Pass," about six miles north of Kl
way between Roawell and Carlsbad, Paso,
Other Projects.
Is quite a large artelan belt
In
The two water user's associations
which every farm has Its own well,
the supply from one being ample for under the Rio Orande project are the
Mexico
sixty to one 'hundred acres, but as Elephant Rutte Waters association.
Cruces,
of
Las
Paso
val
and
El
the
aesigneu
to treat oniy
'
this article is
"'
4
the irrigation systems under govern ley Water Users association, of exEl
ment control the method of Irrigating Paso. These associations have
by wells will be left for some future ecuted a Joint contract with the sec
J
Dime, suffice it to say here, that there retary of the interior guaranteeing
In
New Mexico the return in ten annual installments
SEASON IS NOW
are other point
where this plan of Irrigation Is being of the $200,000 expended on this
successfully conducted, and In time work. This money will be paid
of the
other fields lor artesian irrigation however, by the land owners
W now operate the IVcos
(formerly the Sparks ranch)
.
15.000 acres near Las Cruces, who
will. In all likelihood, be developed.
at the nominators of the Pecos Ranch
river, where we can accommodate
are
beneficiaries
of the
immediate
sys
the
The Hondo and the Carlsbad
fifteen
gnewtA.
tern constitute today the only plants diversion works, and the accumulated
nimodat twenty-fiv- e
at The Valley Ranch.
P8
wiWo
which the government has under op payments will be accepted as credits
Will send our wagons to meet any train frae4a
at
Glorleta, If notified by leteratlon. but there are others under on the amount that will finally be
or
ter telegraph. Are prepared to carry comfortably parties of any
consideration, which are noticed be come due for the reclamation of tne
nnmber to any and all points on the river. Write for rate.
180,000 acres when the entire Rio
low In their order.
Addrem letters to Peron, N. M.. Telejrrams addressed, to as at
completed.
project
is
Vcgns
Grande
TroiMwcd Iw
Iroloet.
Glorleta, will be telephoned to as without delay.
It is estimated that some nve or
This proposed system Is located
near Las Vegas In the northern por- six years will be required to complete
project, ana tne total ex
tion of the territory and contemplates the whole will
reach six or seven mil'
the construction of a reservoir with nenditure
capacity for Irrigating 10,000 acres by lion dollars. The people affected by
diverting the waters of the Sapello this gigantic undertaking are anxious
oi tne worn
and ualllnas rivers, sanquljuelo creek for the early completion
will likely go before the next
and the Arroyo Pecos and storing and
with an application to borthem In a reservoir of the Little San congress necessary
money to rush the
Hie larger picture sli'ous the ollklng na lie apponrs tvtion lie says: quljuelo. The only work done so far row theInasmuch
as the Income from
A. C. BILICKE and JOHN & MITCHELL Invite their friends to mate
on this proposed project Is the meas- work.
11m; plcturo at
"Iloally, young man, I cannot (llscum thoMd niatUTw."
Is Insufficient to
tli lower right lianil sido duwrlbcA Ills facial expression while saylnir: urements of the streams from which the reclamation asfund
rapidly as It other
push the work
New Mexico headquarters at
It Is designed to draw the waters.
"Tlioro Is a great del to live for In tills world." John I).s wonderfully
wise could be done.
l4iko I'rton lroJect.
expansive luugliing face Is shown to the left and was snapped when ho
I'roosd
Irriga
proposed
the
Lands
under
sec
will
be the
If undertaken this
said: "Uli, golf, it's the finest sport known to man."
made a con
ond largest irrigation system In the tion svstam have already
with
Is located In Leonard slderable advance in price, and every
territory.
It
project
Ity Itself, and he swings wide the Iron
of
the
completion
"Yes, young man." he replied, "1 Wood county, and contemplates
the
the
Los Angeles, California
barn with a smile and a bow.
4m 68 years old today."
rlgat'on of 60, ' CO acres of land by acre of the 180,000 to come under
Scores of other men and women
"Is there any mesage you would diveitlng the waters of the Pecos water will toe worth from one hunto three hundred dollars per
are employed on the tig estate, but like to send to your friends?"
Tour friendship and patronage Is appreciated. Courtesy and
river near old Fort Summer and con- dred
man who gets
acre. Therefore, the
the man who would see John I). In
The richest man In the world veying them in a canal thirty-fiv- e
to guests is a pleasure to us. Hollenbeck Hotel and Cat
attention
VAllpV
lands,
nrvrl
hold
hlivs
his Cleveland home must first deal stopped short, looked me squarely In miles to Lake Urto'i. This lake Is a In miw
ever. Location convenient and desirable.
on,
will
better
than
water
is
Ing
turned
with the little Irishman.
until the
the face and put his heavy right hand natural depression in which 190,000
Depot and beach line cars stop at th Hollenbeck door.
The morning of Rockefellers 68lh on my snouiaer.
acre-feof water can be stored realize Immense pront on nis invest
tVfe,
birthday was spent on the golf course
"It Is very good to live in this Surveys and estimates have been ment.
at the Euclid club, where the con world," he said. "There Is a great made and the project reported on by
test for the chatnipionshlp of the Uni deal to live for.
Deafrtsa Cannot Be Cured
the government board of engineers.
"Look at the glorious sky above The only work done, however, Is that by local applications, as tfcy cannot
ted states Oolf association was m
progress. On the links were Walter us and
grounds of stream measurements for the pur reach ths diseased Dortlon of the ear,
these
beautiful
J. Travis, H. Chandler Egan. W. K. around us.
on way to cur deafness,
it is easier to make nose of getting all possible in forma There is only
Wood, Arthur Stlckney, Efben Byers, money today than It ever was before tion concerning water supply
and and that 1 by constitutional remedies.
caused by an Inflamed condithe present champion, and many oth- In the world, and the poor man of the cheanest and most effacious meth Deafness
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
Eus
er golf stars.
today Is able to nJoy the luxuries of od of getting It on the designated tio of the mucous liningtubof ItheInflam
When this
Tube.
tachian
nay s Goir.
tne ncn or yesterday.
project, If carried to ed you hav a ruraDiing
This
lands.
imperor
souna
m.
MALL, Proprietor
"Ah. this Is splendid, splendid!"
"It all depends upon the Individual completion, will open up an immense fect hearing, and when It I entirely
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftas he The man who has Integrity, ability field for farming operations, and peo- dosed.
exclaimed Mr. Rockefeller,
ana un
I th
result,
Deafness
walked sturdily across the links un- and good judgment should have no ple one of the richest valleys of New less th Inflammation can b taken out
ings, Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns aad Iroa
der a blazing sky, his long coat slung struggle to get along.
The good Mexico with small farmers, resulting and this tub restored to It normal conFronts for Buildings.
over one arm and his face streaming things of the world are his If he will In untold benefits to the territory, dition, hearing will b destroyed forever;
Hmpmlrm mm Mining mnti mill MHMMrr a toaitafr
by
caused
ar
out
ten
of
nina
with perspiration.
only seek them.
The world was and giving an opportunity for homes Catarrh, which I nothing but an InflamFoundry east sld of railroad track.
Albuqusrqua, N. 1
This Is true sport, and some of never so well off as It Is today.
people.
thousand
several
for
mucous
urfaoe.
condition
of
ed
th
O
the finest sportsmen In the world are
"Do you believe this prosperity will lniiMMi-- l U IMoLtn Valley Project
for
Dollar
Hundred
give
On
will
We
devotees of the game.
continue?
While an Immense body of land any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
"Really, young man," said the oil can. hn reclaimed bv the construction that cannot b cured by Hall's Catarrh
"Oh, golf," he exclaimed, with an
the enthusiasm of a young man, "It's king, putting his hand on my shoul of this system, the present status of Cure. Bend for circulars rre.
the finest sport known to man."
F. J. CHENEY. 4k CO.. Props..
der once more, "I cannot discuss the project is not such as to give
Toledo, Ohio.
"This Is your birthday. iMr. Rocke- - those matters;" and he stepped Into much hope of the government taking
631 North First Street.
RnM
all TWinlStS. TSe.
Phone No. 4tt
feler, I believe,' 'said your corres- his waiting
proposed
was
Ht
automobile
and '
lo Tak hTHall's
over soon. The land
family
Pills
for constipa
pondent.
whisked away to Forest Hill.
be Irrigated by the La Plata, project tion.
'IIHIIIH
JSw
Is located In the northwest corner of
New Mexico In San Juan county, the
city being Durango , Colo.,
dam, six miles north of the town of nearest
thirty-fiv- e
The total 200 HORSES ARE
miles away.
Carlsbad, the building of a diversion ftmmmt
of land avnilahlft for Irrtga
dam, the reconstruction of the canals
thousand
forty
of
tlon 4a upward
and the cement flume which convey? acres.
Two plans have been consta
DEAD FROM LOCO
the water across the Pecos river ered. One
to divert the water from
about one mile north of the town
river and bring it to La
This work has now been practically the Animas
completed and the first water was Plata valley: the other to construct
reservoir In the valley
Tucson. Ariz.. July 12. Horses are
turned Into the ditches in March of an immense
for the storage of the waters gather dying at an alarming rate on a numthe present year.
The
area.
ed from the watershed
ber of the ranches In the southwest
Waters Much Land.
first nlan presents engineering dlffi ern part of the county.
This system will furnish water for cultiea which, la the opinion of the
Charles Velasco, foreman on the
twenty thousand acres of land, and government engineers,
its con- Steven ranch In the Slerrltas, lo
has a watershed area of 22,187 square sideration Impractical. make
The other cated about 36 miles south of Tuc
miles, with an annual run-oof 263,-00- 0 plan has not progressed far enough son. states that in the past 90 days
acre-fee- t.
The rainfall In this for the government to arrive at a about 200 horses have died.
is
section Is from twelve to fifteen conclusion as to the advisability of believed that the horses have It
Sou Ui western Brewery
been
A Zoe Company.
inches annually and this with a water the project, and no action has as yet poisoned by the loco weed, which
duty of two feet from the irrigation been taken.
years
cat
to
a terror
has been for
will give suftlclent moisture
tlemen In all parts of the country
Hlo Grande or Englo Project.
Great Projects Which Will system
for the raising of all manner of crops
against
which
and
the government
grown in that section. The principal
This Is the most extensive and agricultural
OwC)SK3wC)tK)OwOCC
department and expert
products Just now are alfalfa, corn, probably the most expensive project ment
Prove of Vast
battling
stations have 'been
peaches, apples, pears, grapes, vege- which the federal government has yet unsuccessfully
for a number of years.
tables and cvotton. The sugar beet undertaken, and In its completion InBenefit.
industry has been profitably tried volves bringing under water and Into
there, but the loss of the refinery sev- cultivation 180,000 acres of the moft
eral years ago destroyed the market productive valley lands In the United
ProbaJbly the most Important fac- for these
was States. It will reclaim a Btretch of
tor In the future development of Lb. abandoned. and the production
territory almost two hundred miles
western section of the United Stated,
The soli of this valley Is a fertile In length, and make of the city of
and especially of New Mexico, is Ir- alluvium, but lacking in plant life, an El Paso the central market for the
rigation. With hundreds of thou- objection which is easily overcome by products of all this vast territory.
SLEEPLESSNESS.
Let mo mit and paint yonr
sands of acres of fertile soil very lit- the use of barnyard manure as a
The proposition Is to build an Imlmu.se.
guaranteed.
Sntlsftictlon
tle agricultural work was done for fertilizer. Good food crops can be mense storage dam across the Rio
Prompt attention to niall orders.
years because of the lack of seasons. grown In the Carlsbad district with Orande near Engle, N. M., that rlll
Do you know whst makes people lay
In isolated places where nature had very little water If deep and frequent for a reservoir with a maximum awsk and toss and roll shout st night?
J. D. EMMONS, Successor to Stacy & Co.
provided a natural reservoir or living cultivation Is practiced. In the grow- depth of water of 175 feet, a lennth
Lloctors tell you
springs, private enterprise constructing of alfalfa outside the Irrigation of forty miles and t,a storage capacity
there are various
South Second and Lead
o
ed small canals and thus brought district It is necessary to disc the of ten million acre-feeand to build
csuscs. I tell you aomomamamaucAaato9ama m ooomomc3momomcmomcmcmcm
water over limited areas and grew turf at least once a year, but the best a system of diversion dams along the
stomach
orchards and gardens, but the real results are obtained only under Irri river In New Mexico and In Texas.
it's
trouble. I know it
work of farming gained no momen- gation, when four, and sometimes Water will be provided for 110.000
tum In the sunshine territory until five, cuttings a years can lie harvest- - acres in New Mexico, 45,000 acres In
beoause I've seen
Texas and 25,000 acres In Old Mexico.
the national government took up the eu.
thousands of csms
3, D. EaktD, President
Caaa. Ifellai, Seeretur
matter of reclaiming the arid lands
In order to make the project feasible
Great Work.
snd watched them
r
4faa
Q. Glomi, Vie President.
congress
of
provisions
O. Backeoal, Treassrei.
imextended
valleys
constructing
the
and
The irrigation system proper conof:ie
.
A
stomach
thst
mense Irrigation reservoirs with the sists of the main dam fifty feet in the reclamation act to Texas, and a
is
funds derived from the sale of pub-ll- o height and 1025 feet long, built of treaty has been entered into with
undigested
with
whereby
States
United
Mexico
the
lands.
earth and rock filled with core walls, agrees to.
decaying food matfurnish In the river bed at
length of main canal, 42 miles and of
I'rivato Enterprise.
Bti censors to
the head of the old Mexican canal,
ter effects every or
112 miles.
The capacity of near
Colorado, Utah, Wyoming and oth- laterals
waacre-fe60,000
of
El Paso,
tan of the human
MCL1NI A EAKIN, and 1ACHECHI a QIOMI.
er of the western states received llrst the Btorage reservoir Is 21,000 acre-fee- t. ter per
OBO,
MIS,
WEIBBU
annum,
be
to
In
Mexico.
used
body. It cause
best class of lands
attention, and not until within the were Only the
WHOLK0ALK DKALCRB IN
selected by the government for This Is approximately the amount of ctervousneai.
headaches,
past few years was anything
conitioation
done Irrigation,
last
been
for
the
water
has
used
that
and
like
all
similar
other
by the Washington government
toimpure
poor
blood,
circulation
and
dulls
years
Mexi
In
old
hundred
the
three
wards developing the valleys of New projects the users of, the water are can
prior to 1880, since which the mind. It makes one restless snd un
Mexico. In one or two Instances pri- formed into a water users' association time canal,
irrigation by American citizens easy. When your stomach is working
against
sufa
and
tax
levied
the
land
vate corporations had undertaken the
W kmmp ivtrytblna la slock 1 9 tuttti tbt
on
the headwaters of the Rio O ran do right you feel right. You sleep well and
to repay the cost of the syswork of providing water for the ficient
most tattldloui bar complato
within te nyears.
Usually this In Colorado has caused a deficiency you est well.
lands, tout these ended In disaster, tem
the low water flow of the river at
People com to me day after day snd
was cost Is three doUars per acre, ex- in
and the national government
appointed
Hav
exclusive agnU In the touthweet f JIM. t,
virtually
additional
tax for the head of the canal, and
m
they can't rest after est ng
called upon to take up the work and clusive of the Upon
Bchlltx, Wm. Lamp and St Louis A. B. C Breweries; Yllwtona
to Its desert condition the ten
the completion returned
save the people from great loss. This maintenance.
hey
J
a
have
dull
headache.
At niiht
cultivated.
Qrn Rlvsr, V. H. McBrayar's Cdar Brook, Luls Hunter, T.J. Monthe payments for construction, the Mexican lands theretofore government
was notably the case at Carlsbad in of
tbey go to bed simply because they aro
arch, and other standard brands of whlsklsa toe numerous te mantle.
the water In return the Mexican
the Pecos valley, where a private system Is turned over to
Tbey
exhausted.
catch
few
a
In
the
naps
to
claims
water
waived all
est
company had built an Immense dam users' association, the original sub- has
WE ARB NOT COMPOUNDERS.
get
up
in
town
and
th
the
of
Fort
above
morning
feeling
Grande
Rio
as
of
becoming
worn
ownscribers
lands
the
and constructed miles of main canals, ers
Quitman, Texas, and all claims for out as tbey did before.
Bat sell the straight article as received by ma from tie best laerlea.
of the system.
and brought under cultivation some
by
reason
of the water
1 have recommended
Irrigable lands in the Carlsbad sec- past damages
Distilleries and Breweries In Ue United Stat s. Call and lnspeet ear
Cooper's New
twenty thousand acres of land. A
.
can be bought from $80 to $150 storage'.
Stock and Prices, or writ (or Illustrated Catalog. and prise kltt
Discovery, a regular diet, regular habits
heavy flood in October, 1904, washed tion
$7,000,000.
Cost
per
now,
acre
when
but
these
farms
and invariably these same people comMii
out the dam and destroyed so much 'become set with producing fields of
Issued to dealers only.
will
work
this
is
estimated
that
It
of the property thuf it was found
me afterwards and tell me they fee iffffiicb,
and bearing orchards the price cost In excess of seven million dol- better
Impossible to repair the damage. The alfalfa
because they eat well and sleep well.
to
company had outstanding obligations will range from $200 to $600 per lars, and will require seven years
iierewitn is sample.
complete.
At present the governof $150, 000 and without means of Its acre.
A letter I received from Mrs. Geo.
ment has completed the first diversion
Tlio Hondo I'rojeot.
THE
own to do the repair work and withEighty miles above Carlsbad, at dam at Leasbuig. known ss the Leas-bur- g Weisel, 1121 Providenoe Road, Scranton,
out security to raise the money nec- Roswell,
brings
In
dam,
valley,
same
which
the
situatis
diversion
Pa., says:
essary to rebuild, the tine lands unThis
the Hondo reservoir, another Irri- 15,000 acres under Irrigation.
der the canal were aJl but worthless, ed
"I suffered for three years from atom-ac- h
system built by the govern- dam has a watershed area of 27,000
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
of farmers were gation
and hundreds
troub'e, inactive liver and rheumathe square miles and an estimated run-of- f
brought to the verge of ruin. In this ment. This project antedates
Everything I ate disagreed withmo
tism.
year,
past
acre-fesystem
by
Cruces,
Is
600,000
one
Carlsbad
of
Las
but
reextremity appeal was made to the
e.
ad I lay awake night after niglit. I Cud
past
susceptible of accommodating
only N. M., and 800,000 acre-feclamation service to take over the half
Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikots Roofing
the acreage area. The reservoir
The heaiworks Is a concrete no pleasure in life and could scarcely do
plant of the company, rebuild the Is
about twelve miles west diversion weir In the river with sluice my work about the house. I beard from
same and thus save the holdings of of situated
the city of Roswell and the water and head gates, the height of the dam a neighbor of Cooper' New Discovery
those who had braved the hard-shlpFirst and Marquette
Albaqoerqae, New Mexico
to the reservoir by an Is rive feet and the length 600 feet. and I bought two bottle of it. It helped
of the west that they might have a Is conveyed 2,300
Intake
canal
feet long, and hav- Length of canal, six miles. The lan.1 me right away. Now 1 have a good aphume w lurre health and prosperity ing a width
at the bottom of 70 feet. under irrigation lies In the Meslila
were syuoymous if only water coull
The watershed area is limited, being velley, and produces abundantly "f petite and never suffer from indigestion.
be had on the lands.
1,037 square miles, hence
only
the alfalfa, corn, fruit, melons and vege- I sleep well and awake refreshed. I waut
.
necessity of taking the main body of tables. At present practically the en- to tbank you from the bottom of my heart
- I'ut orably licromuiciult'd.
Finest Whiskies
Investigation the the water from the river. The dam tire output of the valley can be con- for what this medicine ha done for me."
Af'.er thorough
engineers of the reclamation service Is of earth, reinforced by rock, the sumed In Li Paso. The lands range
recommended favorably the proposi- height of the diversion dam being in price from $100 to $150 per acre.
The Cooper medicine
have a larger
Wines, Brandies. Etc. s
Storing Water.
tion to take over the property of the twenty feet and the length 100 feet.
sale than any medicine on the market.
interfering
existcompany, assuming the Indebtedness There are 121 miles of main and latBARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
with
Instead of
gfUitoj.
bijUy
tpcol.
Our
customer
hflil against it by eastern bondhold- eral canals and the acreage to which ing diversions In Colorado, which
9AM PL ANO
ers and rebuilding the works.
water Is supplied is 10,000. The res- have caused a deficiency of water
THE J- - H. O'RIELLY CO.
only
In
In Mexico, but
1
Six hundred thousand dollars were ervoir has a storage capacity of 40,000
not
West Railroad Avenoe
CLUB ROOM
s
appropriated for this project, which acre feet with a water duty of two New M- - JCtco and Texas, as well, it is Corner Second Street and OtMitral
Avenue.
included the rebuilding of the Aval'JH anil one feet per acre. With a rain proposuu to utilize 'by storage, the un.
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Gra of young fHen
"Young Men Wanted," Is the cry from every place.
As a
Why should a young man believe he has no chance nowadays?
matter of fact no one but a young man has much of a chance. He has a
monopoly of opportunity.
The pews
The commercial and the industrial world wants young men.
surgeon that he
want young preachers.
It Is hinted to the middle-age- d
And teachers dare not grow old.
has lost his "nerve."
The corporations draw the line for activity at 46 years.
In the old days a man was good for service up to 65 or 70.
The standard
In a word profits, dividends.
What are the reasons?
of a day's work is based on a large output at a low expense. The old man
cannot keep the pace the age sets for big returns.
Another reason Is found in he fact that more and more are women
and children offering to do the old man's work and for less wages.
The labor unions have noted this tendency, and for years have been
bracing the workers in the Industrial ranks against it.
The labor unions to their great credit have constantly fought for a
horter day's work, for the prevention of child labor, for a man's wages
for a woman's work. They have tried to call a halt on immigration and
bave opposed piece work because it sets up an inhuman standard for day's
work.
And this striving has been largely in vain.
Under present conditions men who would be good for fifteen to twenty
years of honest labor under humane provisions are everywhere set aside.
What will society, which Is responsible for squeezing them out, do with
these old men?
Shoot them, as it shoots the old horses?
Pension them?
They want work, work such as they are
They do not want pensions.
able to do and, because of experience, able to do well.
Our prosperity is making a Jot of men old before their time, which Is
economic waste.
'
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
Market letters received by F. 3.
Oraf A Co., brokers, room 17 Harnett
building, Albuquerque, N. M., over
their own private wires.
New York Stocks.
$11.76
October cotton
122
Amtrlcan (Sugar
88
Amalgamated Copper
Atchison
0ft
57
Anaconda
97
Italtlmore and Ohio
174
Canadian Pacific
8 1 Vi
Colorado Fuel
24
Erie com
112
New York Central
37V4
Ontario and Western
122
Pennsylvania
102
Heading com.
21
Hock Island
78 H
Southern Pacific
131
St. Paul
19
Southern Hallway com
137
Union Pacific
36
V. 8. S.
99
U. 8. 8. pfd
16
Greene Cananea
18
Shannon
167
Calume and Arizona
46
Old Dominion
80
Copper Hange
zt
Hutte Coal
6
Helvetia
17
8. and P
Kansas City Market.
Kansas City. Mo.. July 12. Cattle
3,000, steady.
Southern steers $3.76
46.00; southern cows 3.o y) vuu;
Blockers and feeders $34.50; bulls
$2.754i 4.75; calves $4.008.75; western steers $4.606.00; western fed

rMfMMtMtVftffMNtMtM
J. W. Morgan, of San Leandfo, Cal.,
is In the city for several days.
Al Mathleu, a local liquor salesman,
spent yesterday in Globe, Ariz.
II. G. Knapp, a business man of
Omaha, Neto., is in the city today.
H. O. Reynolds and daughter,
of
Pasadena, Cal., arrived in the city
this morning.
A. Wahlstad, of St. Louis, Is transacting business in Albuquerque to-

day.

J. E. Barr and Lou L. Rees, two
sheep men of Flagstaff, Ariz., are in
the city transacting business.
George Endlcott and Ben Young,
two well known farmers of the
valley, are in the city today.
The steel columns of the new
Strlckler building at Second street
and Copper avenue nave been placed
in position.
.
A marriage license was lsued yesterday to Lupe Garcia of Las
and Martina Pena, of Albuquerque.
Mrs. Jamea Carson and daughter.
of El Paso, arrived here this morning from California and will leave tonight for El Paso.
Lots 9 and 10 in block 4, Grant
as
track were recorded yesterday
sold to J. A.Beal by M. W. Flournoy,
trustee. Consideration $400.
The Women's Christian Temperance
undon
will hold a meeting this evencows (2.76(4.60.
ing
at the residence of Mrs. Sidney
$5.Sheep 2,000, steady. Muttons
range Houghton, 420 West Lead avenue.
25 t 6.00;
7.66;
$7
lambs
The W. C. T. U. will meet at the
wethers $4.7506.00; fed ewes $4.26
home of Mrs. Sidney Houghton, 420
4J5.60.
West Lead avenue tonhght at 7:30
Chicago Livestock.
o'clock. A large attendance Is desirChicago, July 12. Cattle receipts, ed.
16,000. Market strong. Beeves $4.75
J. M. McAdams, an Indian trader,
.30. cows $4 '.'5i6.30; heifers $2.60 who makes his headquarters at
(it b. lb; c alves $6.00
8.00; good to
In the Navajo reservaprime stefrs 55.806)7.30; poor to me- tion, isAriz.,
transacting business in Albu
dium $i 75r.75; Blockers and feed querque today.
ers $2.90 (Tf C.2i.
Lots 18, 19 and 20, block 27, N. M.
Sheep receipts 6000. Market strong.
Co.'s addition were recorded yes
Western t?. .7o it 6.90; y:.r),ngs $6.00 T.
terday as sold to William G. Mearns
SfC.60; bunl
j.507.10; western and
wife by George Edlck. Consideration, $6.
Capt. B. Runne returned last even
Produce Marker.
Chicago, July 12. Closing quota ing from a visit to his lead mine near
High peak. He made the trip by
tions:
Wheat July 90 V4; Sept. 94.
the way of Bear canyon and succeeded in finding a short cut to his claim.
Corn July 63 V4 it ; Sept.
Oats July 43; Sept.
The Albuquerque board of the civil
Pork July $16.25; Sept. $16.42H service commission will meet on Aug.
16.45.
10 to examine any applicants
who
Lard
6.8Z'S: sept. lu.uzft.
may desire to enter the railway mall
Hlba $8.55; Sept. $8.72 'i.
service.
The Learnard & Lindemann boys'
Metal Market.
has been engaged by Father
New York, July 12. Lead dull band
Mandalari, of the Immaculate
$5.154i 5.25; copper nominal $21.87
church, to play at a social to
22.12; siolver 67 c.
be given the evening of July 24 at
the church.
Money Market.
A suit for divorce was filed .In the
New York, July 12. Prime mer
5
money
cent;
district court yesterday by Daisy D.
cantile paper
46 per
per cent.
on call firm, 4 44
Coverdale against Ralph C. Cover- dale. The charge made is desertion.
St. Louis Wool Market.
Attorneys Klock and Owen appear
St. Louis, July 12. Wool steady. for the plaintiff.
Territory and western mediums 2 Hi)
The Misses Mordey entertained
16; fine medium 17 4020; tine 14W1B. number of guests at their home on
Walter street last night. The
South
Spelter Market,
a pleasant evening and
guests
St. Louis, July 12. Spelter weak, stayed enjoyed
till a late hour. Summer re
6.104j6.12.
freshments were served.
The sale of a tract of land in pre
cinct No. 5, Barelas, was recorded
yesterday in the probate clerk's o
tlce.
The properly was sold to A.
Grlngras and wife by Antonio F,
WIU PREACH HERE Baca and wife. Consideration, $15,- la

f

luniy Thing For a Picnic
I

1

The Hawkeye Refrigerator Basket
i
Compartment for Ice Keeps
Temperature Down to 58
Degrees for 14 Hours. Indispensable to Those Who
Have Used It. :: :: :: ::

V,

Is

.

Can-delari- as

Ga-nad- o,

39. 64.

Con-capti-

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

r

it

O

CP..L. SCHUTT

I

C. F. Allen

Strut
Real Estate and Loans
219 South 2nd

A new restaurant tinder the man
agement of Marcus and Anderson,
has been opensd in place of the one
formerly known as Graham's Cafe,
and is now In first class running order. You will find there the best that
the market affords, at prices to suit
the times. Mr. Anderson Is one of
the best and most experienced cooks
in these parts, and nobobdy knows
the management and fianclering of a
restaurant better man Mr. Marcus.
Your patronage will be appreciated.
o

Galvanized

Agent for

Travelers' Insurance Co.,
Hartford, Conn.

Life and Accident,

The

Strongest

Writing Accident

Company

Tin

Insur-

ance in the World.
General

Highland Livery

Eastman Kodaks
HAW LEY

Call up 597

The Leading Stationer.

When in need of anything in the

C. H. Carnes,

O.D.

BAKERY LINE
French Bakery Co.

202

E.

1

Roofing,

Guttering, etc.

Kodol will nourish and strengthen tXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX)
your digestive organs and furnish the
natural digestive juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Ko
dol digests what you eat. Sold by
J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
o
Saddle horses a specialty. Best
We do It right, KOCGH DRY. Im drivers
In the city.
Proprietors of
perial Laundry Co.
Sadie," the picnic wagon.
BA3D3ROOK BROS.
Plione 608.
112 John Street
Supplies Finishing for Amateurs.
toan Kodaks free.

On the Corner

Cornices. Sky
Lights, Stock
and ; Storage
Tanks, H o t
Air Furnaces,

R.R.Ave.

Jobbing

305 West Gold
BAR OF COMMERCE
109

South First St. Thone 1036
Finest Liquors and Cigars.
Family Trade a Specialty

Gradi & Graonini

"Bigger and better than ever before," has been said of every territorial
lair for twenty-si- x years. It is repeated again at this time.
The Railroad Avenue Optician
... In this case it ia true as it has always been true for the merchants of
Albuquerque and our many other enterprising business men have contributed
Eyes Examined Free
as never before for the 1907 festival.
1 14 Railroad Avenue
Barring wind and weather, the fair this year will eclipse anything of Its
'
kind ever held in New Mexico.
ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M.
$8,000
Horse Racing
000.
1,750
Base Ball
Rev. J. W. Barron, formerly pas
3,250
Carnival
Next .Sunday at the Lead avenue tor of the First
Congregational
Win. Wallace McGlellan
.'. 1.000
Historical Pageant
Methodist church, Kev. J. Wesley ichurch ot Albuquerque, and also con
2,000
Hill, 1. ., one of the prominent pul- nected with the
Free Acts
Gold
Justice of Peace," Precinct No. 12
pit orators of the Methodist church, Mining company, is negotiating
4,000
Attractions and Operating
will preach. On next Monday even
the control of a hotel at Alma, Mich
ALBUQUmQUK. N. M.
lng in the same place he will deliver where he now resides.
S20.000
Grand Total
Helgn
of the
entitled,
a
lecture
"The
Notary Public
yester
Garcia,
arrested
Bernadlne
given
will
New
Mexico
be
These are the funds with which the people of
Brain," under the auspices of the day afternoon by Lieutenant Ken
at Korber Building 124
the greatest entertainment ever before afforded by any fair in this territory. Brotherhood of St. Paul. The lec nedy,
Collections
made
found him sleeping off tht
The fair management is made up of progressive, alert business men of this ture will be free. Dr. Hill is the pas. effects who
of a spree, in an alley between
From 9 to 12 a.m.
N.
Second
Street
Brookof
St.
church
of
tor
James
night.
the
working
day and
city and they are
and Urst streets on Gold ave
prominent Second
They promise six days and six nights of fast and furious fun for all who lyn, N. Y., and is actively
by
given
days
nue,
Judge
to
was
Mc
ten
and
2
4 p. m.
affairs or the .Uenonu' Clellan, in police court today.
Every man, woman and child who attends the fair in the general
attend the big fair.
to which he belongs.
nation
N. Fourth St.
sleep
Residence
723
will
be
little
for
time
sleeping
hand
for
do
lA petition In .bankruptcy was filed
before
there
should
their
We Rive apodal attention to FARM MACTTIVERY
Alfalfa Mowers.
Thursday in the district clerk's office
From the minute the fair opens until the last tick of the
in Albuquerque.
Wheat Hinders, Rakes, Hay Presses, Wind Mills. We carry high quality of
ARRIVALS.
HOTEL
(ioetz,
tne
Henry
by
proprietor
of
the
"something
doing"
time.
will
all
the
be
clock at its close there
Zeiger cafe at the corner of Cen When in Silver City Patronize of machinery and tools. Write us for. special catalogue. J. KORBKll & CO.,
There will
The streets of Albuquerque will be alive with attractions.
St ii rices.
Wholesale, Albuquerque, N. M.
avenue and Second street. At
tral
C.
V.
'bands,
performers
cowboys
Dicker,
H.
New.
A.
soldiers,
Indians,
and
circus
Hazen
and
shows,
booths,
be
torney M. K. Mickey was named as
George
Endlcott,
kirk,
Okla.;
lien
expense
galore.
No
is
racing,
exhibits
and
carnival
ball,
will
base
be
These
Kstancia; J. L.. Barr and referee. Klock and Owen are the at
being spared and the fair committee intends to have the very best of every Young,
wife, Flagstaff; Lou L. Hees, Flag torneys for the petitioner.
thing.
George Xeher, Henry Westerfeld
J. H. MioAdams, Ganado; A
It staff;
"Bigger and better than ever before," means just what It says.
I. W. Abbott, three local busiJtussell, William liaslle. Wellington, and
PRIVATE BOARDING HllUSE
men, who
ness
left for Cobolla
should be adopted as the slogan of every territorial fair.
L.
Kan.; James
Benlsch and wife.
These Are
Denver; Mts. Bnmia Harney, Miss Springs, in the Jemez country, last
House
Opera
Elks'
week,
Next
at
have
arrived
destiua
their
Mrs.
Green,
Cerrlllos;
Hut.tt
Kittle
deIn an assault and battery case, in which both the complainant and
and tion according to n letter' received
Carriage
Howard
Hall, JllHbee; Harry
girls, an Aurora, 111., jury brought in a verdict wife,
fendant were
Flagstaff; Richard Dunn, Bast here this morning. When the party
well
and I.UH Vegas; K. S. Sehmilt, St. Joseph; started out Westerfeld
volunteered
that "each of the girls" should be taken from this courtroom and
'
Buying
Whereupon the court, in the exercise of a sound Judicial C. 8. Matton, Maine; W. 8. Verne to act as guide, but he lost 'n he trail
truly spanked."
findparty
two
days
was
in
and
the
O.
unconstituLas
Mrs.
as
Mcintosh,
Denver;
J.
discretion, on his own motion promptly set the verdict aside
again.
ing
the
of
it
families
The
with
Vegas;
M.
Martinez,
Cuba.
against
country
Verily, the courts of this
are a veritable bulwark
tional.
Days
three men accoinpunled them.
oppression.
Alvarudo.
j
In
specialist
Dr.
A.
Charles
Frank,
Dudley Moulton, Washington, D. C, tuberculosis, and a practicing physi
Clothe your family on $1.00
Albuquerque is a good place to live In. An intoxicated man Blept for C. A. iUcker, St. Joseph; H. E. Naah- - cian and surgeon for the past twenty
Eaty .Terms
per week
.Chicago; H. A. Corney, Chicago; years in St. IajuIs, Mo., has opened of
several hours in the streets with $240 in his pockets and did not lose a dol- an
M. Allen, San Antonio; J. E rices in rooms 4 and 6, in the Ba
lar.
Ther are lots of cities where a man with that much .money In his Miss
Central
Wot
and
Bourne. Denver; A. Judill, Kansas
(building, his oitice hours being
pockets would find it difficult to sleep anywhere without being robbed.
City; H. J. Kelsey, Denver; P. Hip nett
8 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 5 am
ley. San MarclaJ: W. C. Browning, St. from
7 to 8 p. tn.
Dr. Frank studied
Louis; M. J. Kory. E. 8. Wright, El bacteriology one year in Europe a
It Is said that Runyan, the New York bank cashier, who stole $80,000 Paso.
a
or
are
hygiene
curing
money
There
the
institute
under Pro
spend
tuberculosis.
of
to
in
himself
needed the
do don't pass ua by. We don't urge you to buy an expensive vehicle
feasor Koch. He will move his fam
lot of people who have been cured of the great white plague in this territory
Savoy.
we have many good styles within the range of modest income.
per
lly
at
once
here
and
make
his
New
Location
without $80,000.
J. R Gould, Pueblo; T. F. Dempsey,
Top Buggies. Runabouts, Stanhopes, Surreys and Spring Wagons ef
Denver; D. L. Hutchinson, Baton; F. manent home In Albuquerque.
all kinds. Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see
Dr. W. E. Provlnes, a graduate of 424 NORTH SECOND ST.
A. Coffin, Cimarron;
S. F. Bowen
Geronlmo, the old Apache leader, always was lucky and the luckiest Kansas
a
well
known
of
eastern
school
medi
Ora M. Shaver, WestTELEPHONE 43
thing that ever happened to him was being captured before he got back into boro; C. City;
I. Hanron, San Marcial; Geo cine and an eye. ear and throat spec
reputation
ialist of considerable
New Mexico.
This territory still possesses a few Winchesters.
C. Marsh, Prescott.
reached Albuquerque yesterday from
Santa Fe and will open offices here
Cralge.
Road.
When our Pacific fleet starts on Its long Journey, the press dlpatches
John Hengtn. Jr.. Mr. and Mrs. R He was given a license to practice
WmWmnamammmmmmmmmtammm SWSmWSMSMMSSMtM
Now when was H. Hanna, 8. D. Sample. Santa Fe medlcuie in New Mexico by the terrl
Inform the credulous public that it will be ready to fight,
torlal medical board. Dr. Provlnes
E. P. Parker and wife. San Marcial
a United States fleet not ready to fight?
has been practicing at San Antonio
I. K. Smith, El Paso; Joe A. Wilkes,
VIA
Texas, for the past two years but
A new one conves from Arizona.
Two farmer engaged in a deadly Seattle.
comes to New Mexico (because he pre
fight, one being fatally stabbed, as the result of a quurrel over water.
fers the climate of this territory to
Grand Central.
Usually it is over whisky.
George L. Griffin, Trinidad; Fred that of Texas.
Angeles;
B.
C
H.
Stetson, Los
Buergy, Denver; Harry Freeman, IU
KAI.E.
SATl'ltOAY'S
It is to be hoped that when Secretary Metcalf returns from unfortified ton.
Hawaii he will be sufficiently fortified with facts to urge the government to
3;e
doz crkh
iruncy
COME! COME!
action.
creamery butter
Come to the cash buyers midsum
110'
mer
sale. Everything re 25 os can of baking powder. ... 'lb
Geronlmo, the old Apache chief, says "I'm tired of all my troubles." ducedclearance
In goods you want for this hot 22 ctms of clams
grapes
25
California
of
uns
goes
to show that the old warrior Is only a human being, after all, weather. Shirt waists, skirts, under 4
Which
lbs crisp soda crackers
2f
re-- v
wear. Oxfords In white,
tan and
instead of a human fiend, as many have supposed.
15
lbs fresh ginger snaps
black hosiery, sun bonnets, belts 'iLarge
LTc
package
oat
Hakes
of
$1.25 shirts 76c; 76o shirts 60c
can of maple syrup
40e
Vice President Fairbanks helped resuscitate a Wyoming girl who had men's
50c shirts, 39c; men's silk faced 60c Ouart
He
p
Pickts,
r
bottle
Will anybody throw out a lifeline to Cocktail Charlie underwear, 39c.
nearly been drowned.
boy's
Men's and
re10
Prepared
per
Sc
...
bottle
In 1908?
suits all reduced. Hundreds of other 2 eai.s of mustard,
soup
15c
bargains. Special cuts on all kinds 2 cans of
KanIn
principal
Illinois,
points
ton
a.
25c
coin beef
groceries. Come and look; lots
12c sas, Michigan, Mliuiewotu. .Missouri,
The testimony of William Haywood is in welcome contrast to that given of
of clerks to wait on you. The lemon- Picnic hams, per pound
(white
North and South Dakota's and Wisonly
to
be
hoped
to
is
substantiate it. ade is free. 112 North Second street.
by Harry OrcJiard.
that he Is able
It
consin.
MAZE.
TIIK
'
Big lot of granlteware, 23c.
lining,
in
Dates of sale June 15. 14, IT, 22,
v.
,
Win, KIKKI-;- Proprietor.
23. 24, 29, 30. July 1. 2, 3. 4. S, 6. 10,
It is hoped that the facts in the Bursum disputed accounts case will
o
.
backache,
J.
remedy
I
The
best
for
L..
..'.",
11,
12,
19. 20, and 21. Final return
fromC
They will undoubtedly be interesting.
be made public soon.
Ixing- Live the King
.
kidneys, inflamatlon of the
weak
limit October 3 1st
bladder is DeWltt s Kidney and Blad- Is the popular cry throughout EuroU540.00.
Their action is prompt pean countries, while in America,
It would be interesting' to know Just how the Hague peace conference der Pills.
and !ure. A week's treatment for the cry of the present day is "Long
regards the sending of battleships to the Pacific ocean.
25c.
Philadelphia and Return
Sold by J. H. O' Rielly & Co. live Dr. King's New Discovery, King
of Throat and Lung Remedies!" of
The mayor of Trinidad, Colorado, tried to subdue an unruly city council
DR.
A. ritWK.
Ryder
which Mrs.
Paine,
Juli
by drawing a
Its a new method but did it work?
I'liyxiciun ami Surgeon.
Turro, llass., says: "It never falls
$59.25
lio.miH 4 mid f. Harnett IUk Of- to give immediate
to
and
relief
He fice hours 8 to 12 and 2 to 6, 7 to 8 quickly cure a cough or cold. "Mrs.
A Wyoming man recently succeeded In stealing a railroad train.
Tickets on sale July 11. 12 and 13.
1'. in.
ought to be made president of the road by all means.
Palne'B opinion is ehared by a ma- Return
limit July 23rd. P-- depositing
jority
counof
of
this
Inhabitants
gold
LOST Ladies'
with try. New the
watch
this ticket and paying 11 it may be
lungs
Discovery
cures
weak
buy
to
play
men
both,
advises
having
Mr. Rockefeller,
tried
land and
to leave Philadelphia up to
black hilk fob. Heward to tinder ut and sore
throats after all other extended
217 South Fourth street.
including July 31st.
golf.
In the chain of success these are two of the strongest links.
remedies have failed; and for coughs and
308-31- 0
W. Central Avenue
Staab Building
Little
Early
DeWltt's
Risers. and colds it's the only sure cure.
The Morning Journal will probable learn more about that libel law, Small,
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H. Guaranteed by all druggists. 50c and
Purely,
E.
Agent
T.
Particulars later.
$1.00 bottle free.
O'lUelly & Co.

I
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Riper's

Yotsr Credit is Good
E. M AHARAM

v
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BELL'S

LIVERY

,

I Albuquerque Carriage Co. "

Special Excursions

"

SPI-X'IAI-

ZT5

Corner First and Tileras

REFRIGERATORS

30

nsrE have just

ceivedalarge

--

,

'.'.'II

consignment of
frigerators, zinc
and
enamel
ranging
prices
$10.00
to

ALBERT FABER'S
...

Fill DAY,

JVTIjY

EVENING

ALBUQUERQUE

It, l0f.
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EHOIIS

Try our Teas

HAVE

SUDDEN

TAKEN SLUilGSHOT

ALL

FOR

$3000110

INPRICE

We have a full line of

ASSAILANT THERMIT METHOD USED

PLACED UNDER

RISE

CITIZEN.

hey Will be Still
In Plenty
on Market.

Higher-Vegetab-

Including

Gunpowder,

les

Oolong,

Japan,
Enslish Breakfast
R

Ceylon-Indi- a,

Orange Pekoe,
Ceylon and
Emperors Blend
H

a special blend for Iced Tea.

M

It is something better 0
C

than you are now using.

TRY IT

MALOY'S
8

6fte

5

Columbus
Hotel

3

I

8

3

For Good

p

3

Meals

8

MILLIONAIRE

VISITING

HYDE

IS

IN

Missing Farmlngton. N. M.,
Man Is Spending Summer
In Mountains.
.

Fred E. Hyde, the Farmlngton,

N.

millionaire,
who disappeared
some "months since from hla raireh
near that Dlace. has been located, a
telegram to a Crlend in the city this
afternoon stating that he is enjoying
the summer at the Anthers hotel In
Colorado Springs, Colo., and has never
(been in better .health In his life.
(Hyde says that he will soon
to Farmlngton, but expects to remain
tfor a short time at the cool Colorado
resort.
Fred E. Hyde is a millionaire, and
one of the best known Indian traders
in the southwest. He was the head
of the Hyde exploring expedition
and became known all over the coun
try through his interest In matters in
this part of toe United States.
He is the son of Dr. Frederick E
Hyde, of New York, and the grand
son of B. T. Babbitt ,the millionaire
soap manufacturer.
He left his ranch near Farmlngton
on Dec. 22 last year, and since that
date the Indians, with whom he was
very friendly, have insisted that he
was murdered.
Efforts to locate hlin
have failed, but it now appears that
he has been in the east, having railed
to notify his friends of his Intention
to make the trip.
M.,

Lemons are on the active list
these days," said a local wholesaler
' They now sell at
hla morning.
7.25 a box and will be still higher,
'his rise In the price In lemons is
nothing unusual for this time of the
ear. The demand for the fruit ex
ceeds the supply and that alone
would cause the Jump at any time of
the year.
The price or lemons is not reg
ulated by any association of growers
In California as some may suppose,
but by the demand for them throughout the country. The only reson the
price has not advanced before Is that
native growers have had to compete
with the growers of Italy and Sicily
who have shipped enormous quanti
ties of the article to this country. By
reason oi cneap lauor ana oiner conditions existing In those countries
lemons can be raised there cheaper
than here. The California crop Is
short this season and that Is another
rsason for the present Jump In the
price. Yet the price so far this sea- on is not as great as the price of
last.
'Decay is a factor in the lemon
market which has much to do with
lie price. In sensons when the fruit
can be stored for a considerable
ength of time the price is naturally
ower, but In the summer when only
a limited) supply can be kept on hand
the price rises. The lemon season is
at its height just now and the fruit
hipped In Is in prime condition.
Were It not that the consumption of
lemons Is so great in the summer season, the price would fall but the genat
eral prosperity of the country
large reacts upon the lemon industry
like It reacts upon every other busl
ness.
'There will be no native fruit this
year worth mentioning and house
wives would better consider putting
up California fruits entirely.
Next
week a number of car loads of Cali
fornia peacheB, pears and plums will
arrive in Albuquerque and the prices
will be as low as they will ever be
this summer. The fruit Is of an excellent quality and"' comparatively reasonable in price. This will be the
best time to can fruit, on account
of the hazards in shipping fruit this
Sffason, many California growers are
id sending their produce away from
home at ail, but are selling It to the
local fruit canneries.
'Several car loads of California
Rocky Ford canteloupes will arrive
here Monday. Iocal melons and the
Colorado products vill not be due for
a montn yet."
Fruits and vegetables have been a
little slow coming in this week, but
this is the fault of the local whole
salers rather than the retailers. Prices
remain about the same as last week
except in regard to Iberries which ure
becoming scarce.
ejlt1talun.
Pummer squash, 15c lb; wax beans,
IRc: nntatoes. 7 lbs. 25c: cucumbers.
ioc;
and luc; tomatoes, iac: peas, green
cn.Vwhfiep.
Be: egg plant. 25c:
2
green
onions,
bundles
chili. 20c:
5c; dry onions, 4 lbs, 25c; artichokes,
15c each: rhubariD, .1 ic asparagus
10c;
beets, carrois
5c; cauliflower,
and tumlDs. 6c: green beans, ljc;
loc
watermelon. 2 Vic; cantaloupe,
20c,
and up; chili
rruii.
Oranges. 30 to 50c; bananas, 40c;
pineapples, 20 to 40c; strawberries.
lac; grape
boxes. 3oc:
fruit. 10c and up; lemons, 30 to uc;
apricots, 17 Vic; red plums, 15c; rasp
berries, 15c a DasKei; green gages
15c; peaches, 20c.
nsii.
Red snappers, sea bass, barricnuda
15c; sarmon, Zoc;
tall,
yellow
and
catfish, 20c; black bass, 25c.
Mint.
Beef. 8 to 20c; pork, 15 to 20c;
veal, 15 to 20c; mutton, 10 to ZOc;
spring lamb, whole, 11.50; ham. u
to 25c: sausage, 15c; spring chicken,
30c; turkey, 24c.

Consult

WELDING

oiacK-nerncs- ,

OF
LAND COMPLETED

The many friends of William A.
Heaven will be grieved to learn of his
death, which occurred at 10:45 this
morning In St. Joseph a sanitarium
The young man became 111 about a
month ago with a light attack of ty
moid, which later developed Into
serious cane. Although lie made
fight to recover and
determined
everything that medical science could
do for him was done, he grew stead
11 y worse and
his death this morning
was the result.
He was 23 years of age and had re
sided in Albuquerque for the past
four years, coming ihere from his
home in Lebanon, Ky. He was an
employe of the Whitney Co. iHe was
a nephew of County Treasurer John
tv Heaven or tftis city, and is sur
vived by a father and mother and
other relatives In Kentucky. No fu
neral arrangements have as yet been
made- pending Instructions from hi
He was a popular mem
relatives.
iber of Albuquerque Council, Knights
of Colum'bu. which organization will
probably have charge of the funeral
which will be announced later.
County Treasurer Heaven Is now at
Ocean Park, Cal., but is expected to
arrive at hiwne Sunday.
Will Beaven wus liked by every one
who knew him. PossesHlng a friend
ly nersohalitv and klndlv disposition
he hold the conlidence and respect of
every me whom he came In contact
He believed that, "the more good by
deeds and by words that you can
crowd into the brief Bpace of time al
luted to the ordinary mortal, the more
satisfactory to yourself is the fact
that life is worth the living."
Laxative Cough
Use Kennedy's
Contains no opiates.
Svtud.
out
of the system by
drives the cold
Bentlv moving the Dowels. Contain
Honey and Tar and tastes nearly as
good as maple syrup. Ohlldren Ilk
it. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
-

Darnlne stockings is dlsagreeabl
but much more
work most any time, season,
xou can
wi during the hot
of
this by buying
good
deal
avoid a
our H ack Cat hosiery oecause
p11.
All kIzos for men, wo
range from
nirn ami children. C.Price
Slay s shue store
cents.
50
to
12V4
314 Wrst Central avenue.
PEERLESS
AT WALTON'S DRUG
CANDIES.
STOHE.
Subscribe for The Crtlten and grt
the news.
FEE'S

HOME-MAD-

After considerable difficulty with
property owners the Santa Fe has
acquired the title to certain proper
ty for the new yaras sonin oi me
present yards. The condemnation
proceedings were completed yesterday, and the total amount at which
the property In question was apprais
ed was about J 10,000. Those who
served as commissioners to appraise
the property were Otto Dleckmann,
Jose G. Lewis and E. L. Washburn.
The proceedings have been going on
since January.
The extension or the sania re
yards has been completed and the
last obstacle to the railroad's right to
acquire the needed land removed. L.
LT.
Albers, jusio Armgo, renpe
O'Bannon. M. Wlshburn. A. O. Mc- Klnney, H. A. McKinney, Ellas Gar
cia, Jose and Charlotte Miller and
others are owners whose property was
condemned for the new yards.
Col. It. D. Twltchell, of Las Vegas,
of the legal staff of the Santa Fe and
E. It. Bartless, the Santa Fe rlght-or-wagent, were In Albuquerque yes
terday to attend to the dosing de
tails of the proceedings.

lin

"GIROFLE-GIROFL-

SAYS HORSE

OLDEST MEMBER OF
ORDER

la

EN ROUTE

der of Railway Conductors and a well
known business man of El Paso, Is
In Albuquerque visiting W. B. Green,
Inspector in charge of the local Immigration service.
Mr. Freed, before his retirement
from the railroad business, was the
on the
oldest passenger conductor
Texas & Pacific railway. He and Mr.
acquainted
when Green
Green became
was a conductor on the Mexican Central.
'Mr. Freed Is the proprietor of a
large wholesale bartoi-- r supply house
in El re).
"This is my first trip to Albuquer
que," said Mr. Freed today, "and I
must confess that I am astonished to
find such a large, cosmopolitan city
so near
Paso. Everything seems
to be on the move here, a veritable
business boom, with nc possibilities of
the bottom fulling out,, or of it gel
ting derailed toy a bum switch."
See our new Double Long Staple
Mattresses. Sample on exlbitlon. No
better made for any price. Futrelle

Turnlture

Co.

cleansing, clean, cooling, soothing, healing household remedy Is De
Witt's Carbollzed Wilch Hazel Salve.
Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.
A
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IS HIS PROPERTY
Louis Trauer, a well .known sheep
man, appeared In the court of Justice of the Peace McClellan yesterday
against one Tartaglla, whom he alleges has possession of a brown
horse, which he Bays was stolen from
Tartaglia staW
him some weeks.
that he purchased the animal and
Hlckey
will retain possession of It.
& Moore are the attorneys for the
plaintiff, while Judge W. C. Heacock
Judge
appeared for the defendant.
McClellan continued the case until
July blh.
The best remedy for bachache,
of the
weak kidneys, lnflamatlon
bladder is LeWitt's Kidney and Bladder Pills. Their action Is prompt
and sure. A week's treatment for
25c. Sold by J. H. O'RIelly & Co.

TO PHILADELPHIA
The Albuquerque branch ' of the
Klks will be amply represented at
the annual meeting to be held In
Philadelphia.
Felix lister, a local attorney, and
past exalted ruler, the local representative, is now en route to Philadelphia.
Among the other local members
who will attend the meeting are:
Frank Brainard, J. W. Anderson, M.
Frlshman, Charles Stanton, Fred Miller, and several others who are now
spending their vacations in the east.
Charles Stanton while residing In Al
buquerque is a member of the Las
Vegas lodge, but he left for the meeting with the El Paso contingent.
Fred Miller Is attending the annual meeting of the grand command-er- y
of the Knights Templar at Syracuse, X. Y., but as soon as that gathering adjourns, he will proceed to
Philadelphia.

A RSOLUTKLY GUAR
ANTEED.

j

kii
Manicuring

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. I - ;

DR9. COrP and PETTTT.
ItOOM 13. N. T. ARMIJO ULDG.

.CASINO.

Under Savoy Hotol

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Thursday, Friday and
Saturday Nights and
Sunday Matinee.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

20 People 20

.

Girofle-Girofl- a"

COMIC OPERA

The telephone makes the
duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries (ewer.

Persian Honeymoon

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.
ecCsKtoeooooeooooeqri

FLF SCREENS

THE

Door screens as strong as an ordinary door at prices that defy
eastern-mad- e
screen doors In both strength and price. Window
screens that are as strong- - as a door at 7 cents per foot at tha

Mexican Central
of

SUPERIOR
PLANING MILL
SEE OUR NEW BRICK BUILDING

Mexico

ececoeoocooeccoeoec

Traverses the Republic
From the north to tha south
and with Its branch lines reaches the most important cities,
such as Chihuahua, Torreon,
Zacatecas, Aguascallentes, San
Louis, PotoM, Tamplco, Irapua-t- o,
Guadalajara,

WHEN YOU BUY A

I

PIANO

BUY A
CHICK ERING &

and many other places worth
seeing.
The Richest ' Mining, Lumber
and Cattle Producing Inds
Marie Accessible by This
Great System.

S

ONS

There Are No Better

TOURISTS

Can learn of much that Is
Intensely Interesting and create
a desire to visit tha

WIIITSON MUSIC CO.,

LAND OF THE
MONTEZU MAS

by obtaining a map folder of th
Mexican Central Railway, as In
It are to be found brief sketches of placia and things In Mexico that, for grandeur, antiquity

124 South Second St.

Caliiorn i

and historical value, have no
equal in the world.
Folders, rates and all Information furnished on application

it

Excursions

C. F. BERNA
Commercial Agent
EL PASO. TEXAS.
MURDOCH,
Passenger Trallic Manager.
J. C. McIKNALD,
Oenl. Pass. Agent.
CITY OF MEXICO, MEXICO.
V. D.

Every Tuesday, Thurs-

day and Saturday during

June, July, August
::

::

::

Return Limit Nov. 30
Extremely Low Rates
Los Angeles and Return $35
San Diego, Coronado and
3

Hats Cleaned and Blocked In
any Style Panamas a SpeClothing
cialty
steam
ExCleaned and Pressed.
press Orders Attended
to
Promptly.

We manufacture all kinds
of Ladies' Hair Goods. Complete line of Switches, Pompadours, Puffs, Wigs, etc.
We carry a complete line
of Alleen Berg's Celebrated
Creams and Tonics, which are
especially prepared
for this
climate. Your patronage Is respectfully solicited.

ym

and protects your home,

eofX3fX3ox3x3eox)coeooo

Curtain 8:30. Prices 25c and 5c
Reserved seats at Matsons.

The
Railway

telephone
The
your health, proloc

TOTJ NKLB A TELEPHONIC IX TOUR HOMJfi

SUNDAY

Standard

Proprietor

cmomo9om(jmcmomcmo9cmomoom

Hatters

Children's Hair Cutting

j

Where to Dine Well

The Albuquerque

Facial Manage
Electro

Return

$35

San Francisco and Return $45

Corner
AG old A vo.
3rd St. Phone
680.

Mr. and Mrs. James Slaughter,

i

Proprietors

jllTTItlTTITIIIlTIITIItTl

x

Ftill

Get

HENRY'S
Cleaning and Pressing Works
Ladies' and Gentlemen's Clothes, Cleaned,
Pressed and Repaired. Goods Called for
Orders Given
and Delivered.
Prompt Attention

Particulars

From

T. E. PURDY, Agent

Safety of the Checking Account

Out-of-tow- n

When you payyovr bills by check, you tarry no money
on your person, it is net necessary. Your money is safe in
the Bank.
You can write out a check for the amount you wish to
pay you check against your money in the Hank.
Your check book is of no value to anyone The checks
you issue are good only to the party to whom they are made.
We offer exceptional facilities for bo large and small

CLOTHES
LET
CALL FOR
MRS. ROSE HENRY, Albuquerque. N. Mex.
YOUR

US

.

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

V"

)coeocofKoxoccOfK)e

120 South Fourth St.
Shampooing
Scalp Trestment

203

At Consistent
Prices

Q

U

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

and September

Beauty Parlors
Hair Dressing

Dentist

The City of Mexico

John B. Freed, the oldest memiber
PLEASES HUNDREDS of the Texas department of the Or

When there is the slightest Indication of indigestion, heart burn, flatulence or any form of stomach trou
ble take a little Kodol occasionally
and you will get prompt relief. Sold
by J. H. O' Rlelly& Co.
ELKS ARE
TRAUER

ALL WORK

A"

A large audience at the Casino
last night witnessed the first performance of Glrotle-Glrolby the Boston
lueai uomeuy company.
tirom an
artistic standpoint, this piece rivals
tne Mikado and In humor vies with
the "Mascot.
The piece was receJv
ed enthusiastically
and there Is no
doubt that It will continue to fill the
house tor the remaining perform
ances.
The music is of a stirring character
opportunities
with exceptional
for
chorus work. The chorus showed its
real strength last night and proved
conclusively that It is capaible of ren
derlng music of a high order. The
comedy, like the music, Is vigorous,
and entertaining.
The plot of the opera hinges on
the predicament caused by the ca
ture of one of the twins, Glrolle and
Uirolla, on their wedding day. On
the eve of the dual marriage Glrolla
Is carried away by pirates and all
sorts oi expedients are resorted to by
her parents to appease the Impatient
bridegrooms. Glrolle 'Is compelled to
marry potn suitors to ease tne situation in the absence of her sister. The
twins are so exactly alike that they
can only be told apart by one wear
lng a pink and the other a blue ribbon. The comedy- - arising from such
a condition serves to keep the aud
lence In a hilarious mood.
Miss Laura JVlooire, is the dual role
of Girotle and Girolla, Is most pleas
lng, her acting Is dainty and vivacious and the musical numbers al
lotted to her afford a splendid opportunity for her rich voice. With T,
VV.
Walters, who plays the part of
one of the lovers, Marasquln, she
sings a duct whlich Is one of the hits
of the piece. The tenor singing of
Mr. Walters Is, as usual, 'pleasing.
A. C. Burgess, as Bolero, '.he hen
pecked husband, and more or legs
proud father of the twins, Is as funny
as they make them, while his (brother,
W. H. Burgess, as Mour Zouk, the
second lover, enacts with tempestuous
reality the spirit of a Moorish lord
who has come a long distance to
claim a bride who has been lost In
Mour Zouk stirs things
the shuffle.
up with a vengeance and sings in
rich, ripe baritone
the volume of
which fills the house.
Gefcler,
as
Aurora,
the domiKittle
neering wife of Bolero, Is responsible
for some strong character acting,
and Winifred Crowley, as Paquita,
and Frank Pale, as Pedro, make as
much of their parts as their slender
opportunities allow.
One of the most spectacular bits
In the opera
Is the pirate chorus.
This Is rendered in a grotesquely lively manner (by three bounding terrors
of the bounding main who at length
steal the unsuspecting Glrofla from
her home fireside, which Incident Is
ludicrous
the cause of a hundred
situations.
This piece affords a rare treat both
to the lovers of good music and good
comedy. It will run till Sunday night
when "The Persian Honeymoon" will
be produced.

Reliable

....

The thermit welding
method.
which has been experimented
suc
cessfully by some of the large rail
nns
east,
adopted
been
roads of the
by the Santa Fe railway system as
the best process of repairing locomotive frames. The first experiment with
the new method was tried at the
local shops yesterday afternoon when
the frame work on freight engine
1829. which was broken recently, was
welded together.
During the past when the frame
work of a locomotive Broke, or be
came loose, the frame had to ue
taken from the engine and sent to
the blacksmith shop, necessitating
taking the drivers off. By the thermit process the frame work can be
no matter how
welded together,
bad the break, In a day's time, without removing the wheels or frame.
When the engine is brought Into
the shops a mold, fitting around the
break Is made of lire clay. The
molds are securely bolted together,
leaving a hole at the top of the mold
for the thermit to run through onto
the break.
When everything Is arranged an
electric switch ignites the thermit
and In twenty seconds the metal Is
pouring into tne mold and around
the break. The thermit attains the
great heat of 6.250 degrees Fahren-- ,
tielt In twenty-fiv- e
seconds after the
electric switch Ignites it.
When everything Is ready for the
experiment, the men scatter and all
articles of Iron or steel are removed,
for should a speck of the molten
thermit strike the iron, It would bore
a hole through It.
The work yesterday was in charge
of Fred Jacobson. gang foreman, and
ten men. While the method has been
used before, the work yesterday was
In a way an experiment. Master Mechanic E. R. Harlow, General Fore
man Conley and a score of other ma
chinists and employes of the shops
were Interested spectators.
Passenger engine 1214 had her
frames welded In the Topeka shops a
year ago In tms way.

CONDUCTORS

a

Fiill Set of Teeth
SLBo'up
Gold Filling
Gold Crowns . , ,
rainless Extracting
.500

Ramon Velasquez Sent to Jail Santa Fe Experiments With
Process For Repairing
For Striking Abon
Engine Frames.
Sandoval.
While Ivlnar nslpen on hli
In
Martinet township yesterdav afternoon, with his little son beside him,
Abon Sandoval was assaulted by Ramon Velssques, with a slung shot,
made out of an Iron bolt and the
remnants of a black snake
rhip.
Velnsques struck Sandoval six times
before Sandoval could call for helri
or defend himself.
Seeing that several eve ultnpupi
to the assault were coming to the assistance tft Sandoval) Velasques ran
home, where he was later arrested
by Constable Frank Garcia, of San
Jose
precinct.
Velasquez
was
brought to Albuquerque by Constable
Garcia and locked up in the city
jail.
At 9 o'clock this mornlna'. Sando
val, the complaining witness, through
M. C. Ortis, a local attorney, swore
out a warrant before Justice of the
Peace W. W. McClellan, charging
Velasques with assault with intent
to commit murder.
When arraigned
Velasquez pleaded not guilty.
Sandoval said that he and his
child went out Into the yard to take
a nap, and that while he was sleeping. Valesquei slipped up behind him
and struck him with the slung shot.
i tried to rise, said Sandoval,
"but his blows blinded me and every
time I arose he knocked me down.
Finally I grasped hold of the slunr
shot and broke several of the leather
cords at the same time yelling for
neip.
veiasquez Broke
and ran,
when my friends came to my assistance.
"I don't know of any reason why
he should have attacked me. I never
did him any harm. A number of the
people In Martinez township call him
a crazy man, but 1 never did."
The stories of three friends
of
Sandoval bore out his statements.
Velasquez when asked If he had
anything to say, said:
"I was going home when he
(pointing to Sandoval) struck
me
with a rock. Naturally I struck him
in
back
self defense. He was not
lying on the ground."
"Though you plead not guilty the
evidence Is against you and I'll bind
you over to the grand Jury under
$300 bond." said Justice McClellan.

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

HEAVY

CHASE & SANBORNS

Package Teas

Card signs. "Rooms tor Rent,"
"Board," etc.. for sals at the office of
The Evening CI U sen.

109-- 1

1 1

W. Silver, Rear Savoy Hotel.

Tel. 480
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tent crry

accounts.

We solicit your account.

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

The Pionter Tent Sanatorium of New Mexico. Situated
ami ng the foothHli of the beaut Jul Sangre de Cristo Mountains,
a mile from the historic city of Santa Fe. Private Mountain
water supply. Excellent table. No dust storms.
mer climate. Resident physicians.

11

Rates $10.00 Per Week

Up.

Send

Cool sumt

1

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200,000
1

For Booklet.
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Citizen Want Ads for Results
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Topics

EVENING

CITIZEN.

miOAV,

Men Propose

1

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
One acre of canteloupes
Axis., yielded $165.

TLY 19. lOT.

at Mesa,

Capital and surplus, $100,000

Hall Jones. 17 year old Ron of W.
T. Jones, died at Itoswetl, N. M. yes-

terday of meningitis.

i

Mr. H. n. Harris, of Ft. Smith.
Ark., died yesterday at Roswell, N.
M. Her remains will be taken to
Ft. Smith for burial.
Helknap. of Nara Visa, N.
M.. fell Into a deep cut near that
plaice Wednesduy night and fractured
his left elbow.
Wlllaim Uenny. a Blrfbee, Artx.,
man Is dead, aged B5 years, and the
authorities are trying to locate his
relatives.
Thieves stole a saddle and harness
valued at 1200 from the barn
James Langtroth's farm near Silver
City Tuesday night.
Slcllia Tesoos, aged 15, was arrested at Phoenix. Arts., as she stepped
from a train. She was eloping .with
Jooquin Basuto and will be returned
to her mother.
Bennle RoMnson, a 15 year Old
boy.led detectives a chose from nis
home In PonlarvHle. Miss., to mttoee
Axis., where they finally discovered
bint. He ran away to ngnt Indians,
.
He: S.iy,
Al Morris, a grocery driver, at
Phoenix, Arls., drove his horse
She: No,
a wire as It parted and fell.
Well,
He:
escaped
was
badly
stunned but
He
alive, though his horse was killed.
O. H. Henderson, a travelling man,
left his pocketbook containing $180 TELEPHONE
on actable at the Congress hotel In
Prescott, Aril., yesterday, and an
BUSY
hour later discovered the loss. The
tnoney and a porter, John Bowden,
are still missing.
F.

th

New
IX CHICAGO.
have I married you yet'
I believe not.
hurry. My time's valuable.

COMPANY
AROUND

TEXICO

few-day- s

1

GIRL

WEDS IN BOSION
Word has been received In Albuquerque to the effect that Miss Irene
Uiibson, daughter of E. J. Gibson, superintendent of the Albuquerque divi
sion of the Santa Fe, has eloped wiin
n,
a young writer, Raymond Lee
of the staff of the Broadway
Magazine. It Is reported that the
voumk couple left New York In haste
by Rev.
for Boston and were married
A. F. Pierce or the First congregaparents
of
The
tional church there
the bride learned of the engagement
and telegraphed her to return homo
at once, but Instead she went to Boston.
The newly married pair met
each other some months ago at the
home of mutual friends and straightway fell In love. Miss Gibson was
a member of the start of the "Delineator," In New York.
Har-rlma-

NEW AUTO OTIKIGIIT
JilNK IS PROPOSED
Fort Stanton, N. M., July 12. Dr.
Veal and Mr. Pitts, representing a
Roswell company, are here feeling
the public pulse anent the
of an automobile line between
Roswell and Carrlzozo by way of
Lincoln and Caipltan, and TosslblyTul:-ro-another line between Roswell and
or some other point on the El
Paso & Southwestern by way of the
t

sa

Rio Ruldoso. They desire the people
to grant them gratis a right of way WILL TAKE APPEAL
eight feet In width, and some assistance In placing same In condition as
to permit the running of autos upon
TO SUPREME COURT
It.
The company will not only hanli?
passengers ami baggi&e, but will also
Install lanje freig.it carrying autos
Santa Fe, N. M., July 12. Judge
which will be of immense assistance John R. McFle yesterday rendered
In transporting to the railroads tit?
a decision In favor of the plaintiffs
fruit crops of this faction.
in the ejectment suit of Juana MarIIAIIt DRESSER AND CHIROPO- tinez et al. vs. Trinidad Diaz et al.,
which was pending in the district
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors oppo- court of Taos county.
Attorney Benjamin M. Read
of
site the Alvarado and next door to
Sturges" cafe, Is prepared to give this city, who was counsel for the
perfect
filed
to
a
defendants
motion
thorough scalp treatment, do hair
supreme
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in- an appeal to the territorial
which was granted. The allegrowing nails.
She gives massage court
gations
appeal
are
for the
that the
Mrs.
treatment and manicuring.
decision was contrary to law and
Bambini's own preparation of com- fact.
up
plexion cream builds
the skin and
Attorney A. B. Renehan of this city
and is
Improves the comptexlon,
counsel for the plaintiffs. Mr.
guaranteed not to be injurious. She was
went to
Renehan
this morning
also prepares a hair tonic that cures to confer with his Taos
clients.
and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restores life to dead hair;
New Arrivals.
removes moles, warts and superfluous
A large
of brass, bronzed and
hair. Massage treatment by vibrator Iron beds, line
small refrigerators, carFor any blemish of the pets, linoleum,
machines.
window shades, curface, call and consult Mrs. Bambini. tain poles, stair pads,
mattresses,
n
stoves and ranges, baby Iron beds.
Kodol will nourish and strengthen Futrelle Furniture Co.
o
your dlgesetlve organs and furnish
A cleansing, clean, cooling, sooththe natural digestive Juices for your
stomach. It will make you well. Ko- ing, healing household remedy is
dol digests wha you eat.
Carbollzed Witch Hazel Salve,
Sold by J.
O'Rlelly & Co.
Sold by J. H. O'Rlelly & Co.

DEPOSITS

TH E
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ALBUQUERQUE,
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLD8
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK UcKKl
R. A. FROST
B. F. RATNOLDI

it

We are always glad to assist those
who desire to "turn over a new leaf."

STATE NATIONAL BANK

it

ALBUQUERQUE

tad and Gold

2nd and Cold

li-

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

ft
ft

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

TOTALS,

LOOK THE WHOLE
COUNTRY OVER
and you will And no better screen
doors than we are offering. They are
Wisconsin white pine, the kind that
will not warp and cheaper
tho
inferior kind.

fm

They Keep the Flies Out

3,250

RIO

1,000

2,000
4,000

Free Acts
Attractions and Operating

$20,000

EXPENSE

PIAIl LARE RAILROAD RATfS
"We're Going Some"

I268.000.M
Santa Fa itallway Company

U1UIIVJ

$8,000
1,750

Historical Pageant

&

fBOMM.tf

The running of a bank account ha a
tendency to wean a man from habits of
extravagance and dissipation. It gives
him new ambition and a desire to save

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Everywhere!
Every Might:
Every Day!
Carnival

Vlca Pmldant
....CaaJtfST
Assistant Cashier
Director

IT WEANS HIM

ft

Horse Racing
Base Ball

PrwldMl

,

Depository lor Atchison, Topeka

Annual Territorial
Fair Association
1
October 7th to 12th, Inclusive, 1907
Twenty-Sevent- h

Solicits

MEW MEXICO

U. 0. DKROmiTORY
Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus, and Profits

ft

NEW MEXICO'S

1,

and

Accommodation,

$110,000.00.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

1

if

Every Proper

l,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPFTIA AND SANTA FE KT.

De-Wit- t's

G FA P

Accounts-'-Caplta-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, President; v;r9. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcrntosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwall,
Geo, Arnot, O. B.Cromwell.

.

' We're Off in a Bunch"

1

f

MIIWAIKEE.
He:
sjlk Id from my heart outd, Rosle; I voult half you for better
der same as vorse, hant In hant down der footpath of life.
She: Ach du Ueber, Owgoost; you haf guessed Id!
IX

ALBUQUERQUE

Texlco,

i!

to Depositor

E: xtends

N. M., July 12. (Special)
The Roosevelt County Telephone
company with headquarters at Tex
lco, has Just finished a metallc circuit toll line from Texlco to Melrose,
N. M. This company Is one of the
largest In New Mexico, owning exchanges at Portales, Farwell, Texas,
Texlco, Clovls and Melrose, N. M.,
and Is constructing an exchange at
Blacktower.
It owns and operates
about 250 miles of toll lines.
will
meeting
be called In a
A
to organize the Independent
Telephone Companies of New Mexico
and Northwestern Texas into one association for mutual aid and protecIndependent
tion. About twenty-fiv- e
companies will unite In the organization.
The Roswell Telephone and Manufacturing company is putting in
cedar poles on Its toll line from RosTake a Postmaster's Word for It.
distance of 50 miles.
Mr. M. F. Hi a.Y.on." postmaster at well to Kenna, acompany
has been
Cherryvale, Ind., keeps also a stock Heretofore the
of general merchandise and patent running its wire on the railroad
posts.
fence
medicines. He says: "Chamberlain's
Colic. Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem
Bring us your Job work. Prices
edy is standard here in 1U ..inc. It
and the work will
never falls to give satisfaction and tho very lowest anywhere.
Business
we could hardly afford to be with stand inspection
calling
a specialty.
cards
and
out it." For sale by all druggists

When it is seven o'clock In Tucson
Is eight o'clock In the thriving and
fashionable city of Twin Buttes. The
big mining camp, partly for convenience and partly to display Its style
and culture, has adopted standard
time for Its clocks and .watches Instead of Pacific time, better known
as railroad time, which is used in
this city. .
O. L. Callahan, a business man of
Textco, N. M., and manager of the
Interstate Land and Investment company, and Mrs. Annie Gallnhorne,
also of Texlco, are under arrest at
Hereford, Texas, charged with passing counterfeit currency. Both are
well known and the affair has caused
considerable excitement in the border
town, where Callahan has been considered a good business man.

t

SAVINGS

ON

With Ample Means and CnonrpasMd Faollltlts,

ft

t

ALLOWED

INTEREST

A.

LUMBER

CO.

Corner Third and Marquatta

5sT

fa

GRANDE

f00000000
'OLD RELIABLE."

La

ESTABLISHED

1171.

B. PUTNEY

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the largest and Host Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In tho Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD AVENTJK.

OtCOsQK0fK0K'

ALBUQUERQUE.

N. M

?0CC0Ofl

j

Friday,

arir

12,

iot.

ALBUQUERQUE

ytfc Are Headquarters For Matresses
The Double No. 1 long staple, 'Cot
Palm Fiber," and the Japa-no- o
ton
Vegetable Down."
The above mattresses are made for
us "oy special order and we guar
antee them equal If not
better than any other
mattress at any price,
we also have the Oster-tnoand a full line of
the cheaper grades; we
will open, mattresses
and show you the material made of; satisfaction
or

guaranteed.

W. V. Futfclle Furniture Co.

I

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT

MAY

YET

AK

SEND

A

PRISON
President and Special Counsel of Interstate Commerce
Commission Confer.
Washing-ton- .
July 12. Frank B.
Kellogg, special counsel to the interstate commerce commission, went to
Oyster Bay today for a conference
iwlth the president.
It Is understood here that one of the purposes
of his visit was to submit to the
president an outline of the commns-slon'- a
regarding the
conclusions
methods of Harrlman In building up
his great railroad consolidations.
Mr. Kellogg recently submitted to
the commission a memorandum severely arraigning the head of the
consolidation, and made recommendations in the line of new legislation
designed to prohibit in. the future
such manipulations as took place incident to the reorganization of the
Chicago A Alton by Harrlman.
While it was agreed at the White
house conference held several weeks
ago that criminal proceedings would
not lie againxt Harrlman, it is now
believed there was one transaction
of the railroad man that could be
reached through the medium of the
Sherman anti-tru- st
act.
That was
the agreement entered Into between
the Union Pacific and the Rock Island whereby these roads exercised
a Joint control over the operations
of the Chicago & Alton. Since the
conference In question the Rock Island and the I'nlnn Pacific agreement has been abrogated.
Crimlnully liable
A member of the commission, in
discussing the Rock Island-Unio- n
Pacific agreement today said there
was no doubt it was in violation of
the anti-truact.
"You cannot violate the provisions
of that act," he said, "without laying
yourself open to a criminal charge.
The agreement has been abrogated,
that is true. But to my mind if a
crime has been committed the offender should be punished. The fact
that he has stopped committing
crime Is not a mitigating circumstance."
This matter has been discussed by
the commission, and at considerable
length. During the past few weeks
the commission has been quietly considering the Harrlman case, and it is
expected that before many days have
passed it's report will be given to
the public.
st

property is held by the Frisco, but
patents have not been taken out yet.
first siep will be to get the pat-e- r
Frisco has already sold 1,106,
'"if
987 acres of patented land under the
South Pacific railroad grant in 1852.
and 603,871 acres of patented land
unaer tne Atlantic & Pacific railroad
grant of 1866. It still has for sale a
total of 67,201 patented acres, valued
a $114,402. The Frisco's Atlantic &
Pacific unpatented land to be sold,
will, it is believed, be good for pasturing and dry farming.
Th

ILL REVISE STEEL
KAIL PI.AXS SHORTLY
New York, July 12. It is not expected that there will be a new
standard steel rail or a new schedule
of steel rail prices agreed upon until
September, at the earliest. The conference of steel rail manufacturers
and railroad presidents adjourned at
the call of the chairman of the convention. K. H. Clary, chairman of the
Steel Corporation, for the purpose
of allowing the two committees to
formulate a concrete plan or plans,
to be approved by the two bodies.
The committees
consist of 18
members, all of whom are experts in
the steel rail question. There is a
committee of nine appointed by the
American Railway association, and a
similarly composed committee of the
steel rail manufacturers.
These experts are to revise the
existing methods of mnnufacturlng
rails and to agree upon a new standard rail. It will be standard as to
the composition and practice of manufacturing.
On several
points the
railways and the steel manufacturers are now agreed.
It is a comparatively easy matter, therefore, to
predict that the new steel rail will
be heavier and will have a thicker
web and a thicker flange.
MEXICAN CENTRAL- HOLDERS
1IK.MAM) AN ACCOUNTING
Edward L. Andrews, acting
as
counsel for a number of the holders
of Income bonds of the Mexican Cen-tia- l,
announced that a demand for
an accounting had been made for the
purpose of disclosing
the actual
amount of earnings which are applicable to payments upon the Income
bonds. Mr. Andrews issued the following statement:
"Alexander Morten of London, the
holder of more than $500,000 of the
Income bonds, and the New York
banking interests associated
with
him, are entirely dissatisfied with the
meagre statements contained in the
published reports, and have demanded an examination of the books in order that they may ascertain
the
amount of Income properly applicable to the payment of the interest
on the income securities.
About four years ago a proposition was made to the income bondholders to accept the company's notes
for $240 per $1,000 bond. This suggestion was declined by the bondholders. Since that time the earnings of the road have substantially
increased. In these circumstances
large holders deem It fair that an
accounting be had of these extensive
receipts from operation.
WORK IS PKOGKEKKIXG
RAPIDLY AT Tl'CUMCARI.
Rapid progress is being made on
the new 15 stall round house and the
machine shop? now under construction at Tucumeari.
The machine
shops, which will give employment
to about 400 men, will be completed
by the first of August.
Material is being sent to Tucumeari for the hasty construction of
temporary shops with which to handle the repair work until the regular shops are ready, and many shopmen are being sent to that point to
do the work absolutely necessary to
be done in the meantime.
The removal of the division point to Tucumeari, with Its shops and yards,
will mean an Increase of some 200
men In the population of the hustling new town. Many of these men
having families means a much greater number of Inhabitants
for the
place.
The depot force at Tucumeari has
also been increased by the addition
of 10 men, fome of whom also have
families.

ACRES AltE
OPEN TO SETTLEMENT
The management of the St. Louis
and San Francisco railroad is arranging to open up for settlement about
1,250,000 acres of undeveloped land
In Arizona and New Mexico. It is
estimated that the property is worth
to the railroad, at least 18,000. 000.
Plans fur converting the property
to useful purposes are being worked
out by the executive officials In New
York and In St. Louis, B. F. Yoakum, chairman of the executive committee, has had an Inspector travel
through every township of the property.
The land is situated in the eastern
part of New Mexico and the eastern
and western parts of northern
The Santa Fe also owns considerable property of the same kind
in Arizona and New Mexico, and the
attic n of the Frisco may Induce this
company to open up its land to set- t!' ITS.
The Frisco's land grant was acquired through the old Atlantic & MANY C1IANGESIN
Pacific rallruud grant. Title to the
SUPERINTENDENTS OFFICE.
Several changes are to made in
olfice
of the division superintendthe
ent. J. M. Kern, at Las Vegas this
MILLION'

Ari-ri'n-

a.

week.
A. T. Wilson

For four (fenerations Pabst
has brewed beer, constantly
striving to make the beer
better, purer, more wholesome. Tne result is the highest achievement in brewir.g

.

Pabst

BlueRibbon
The Beer of Quality

Brewed from Pabst Eight
Day Malt, which contains ev
ery particle of the food val
ues of the barley-graithis
beer is the most nourishing
ana healtnlul ol ail beers,
n,

116 118

Ernest Meyers & Co.,
W. Silver Ave.. Alhuqiieran
Pbone 125.

has been promoted
from the maintenance desk to division accountant. A. H. Jones will take
Mr. Wilson's place as maintenance
clerk. L. C. Witten will succeed Mr.
Jones as enginemen's time keeper,
and W. L. Clark will take the claim
desk, siufeedlng Mr. Witten. Laurence Tamme will be transferred to
the statement desk, which was held
by Mr. Clark, and Harry McKone,
who arrived
In the city yesterday
from the Illinois division, will owup'v
the mail and file clerk's desk, whl-has been presided over by Laurence
Tamme for some time.
COMMISSION'

rou
asked
ON

IIII.IMi
rhlcago, July

.lt.IN RATES
At u

12.
conference
here of the leading truffle officials of
the western railroads, it was agreed
t' ask the Interstafe Commerce commission to decide what Is the legal
tale on more than 6,000.000 bushels
'f grain now stored in elevators at
various points on the Missouri river.
J lie
ruling of the commission will
decide whether the railroads or the
sr;iin dealers will lose $!)O,000.
Most of the railroads are confident
t.iia all grain stored In elevators at
V'ssourl rltr points and elsewhere
subject to an advance of 1
cents
ter bushel, according to the tariffs
linea,
all
made effective May 1.
tl

Last March the western railroads
agreed to make n advance on May
I el 1(( cents per bushel on grain
from Missouri river points to Chi
cago.
A protest by grain dealers through
the railroads was unavailing, so the
grain dealers appealed to the Interstate Commerce commission to pro- habit the advance.
The dealers de,
Clare they have purchased the grain
and contracted for Its delivery on the
basis of the rates In effect In March,
and that an Increase In rates in May
would cause them a heavy loss.

GERMANY

SAYS

CUT PRICES!

Short Time.
Berlin, July 12. That the develop
ments of the last few days have dangerously Increased the tension In the
relations between America and Japan,
Is the opinion avowedly entertained
by even the conservative German observers.
German sentiment Inclines
persistently to an apprehensive view
regarding the situation In the Orient.
"Unquestlonaibly," says Count
the naval authority, today,
America confronts a situation
of
great difficulty, diplomatically as well
as strategically. Japan, owing to financial conditions, and also because
England probably would also bring
pressure to (bear to prevent a clash,
Is presumably under strong restraint,
but from a military view point it Is
already In a condition of preparedness and does not need further delay.
It must be remembered
that this
would be a cheap war for Japan. It
would not Involve any such great outn
lays as were required for the
campaign.
Jaimn May Not Wait.
"It It were really disposed to take
decisive action It Is hardly to be supposed that the Japanese government
would be so foolish as to wait until
the American fleet reaches the Pa
cific, it is much more probable that
it would strike In tne near future.
possibly waiting only for the completion of repairs on a few battleships
which could be accomplished In a
few weeks."
In response to a question regard
ing Americas
strategic
position
"UnCount Reventlo-answered:
doubtedly Japan can take both Ha
waii and the Philippines whenever it
pleases, as neither group of Islands
has adequate acuities for defense,
Also, unless It preferred to keep Its
fleet at home, it probably could destroy the American ships now In the
Pajclfic and make some sort of dem
against the American
onstration
coast.
Hard to Retake the Islands.
"The American navy, taken in its
entirety. Is larger than that of Japan
and Its ships are excellent, but what
it could accomplish toward retaking
the lost Islands would be a question
of extreme difficulty. To retake the
Philippines would be almost Impossible, unless America somehow got
the use of a naval base In. the far
east at some point like Klaochau. It
Is probable that the proper thing for
America to do would be to bide Its
time and continue 'building ships un
til It had a pronounced superiority.
"If Admiral Sakamoto holds the
extraordinary vlnw that American officers are merely brilliant ballroom
adornments his position Is certainly
not shared elsewhere In the world's
naval circles. There Is. however, a
general Impression that American officers are sorely lacking In opportunities for practice In actual sea service."

city.

Let Us Pay the
Postage

whole story.

AT DOUGLAS

:

:

FAIR PRICE

It
the
guarantee
most substantial
ever
printed In a catalog. You are positively assured at the outset that everv
statement you read In this catalog Is
genuine and can be depended upon.
It tells of the famous liyre Simplified
Bookkeep
Shorthand and Practical
ing, also the practical Telegraphy
and station work taught at the Ty
ler Commercial College. Tyler. Tex.
the largest commercial school of the
entire south, enrolling from 1,000 to
1.500 students annually.
15 expert
leacners.

SHIPPING

Use
Kennedy
Laxative Coucb
Syrup. Contains no opiate. It drive
the cold out of the system by gently
moving the bowel. Contain Honey
and Tar and taste nearly a good a
maple syrup. Children like It. Sold
by J. H. O' Rlelly
Co.

T
OF SCHOOL F
A. H. Stroup, county

superintend-

ent of schools, has issued the following certificate of apportlonate ap-

portionment of the county school
fund:
For the County of Bernalillo, New
Mexico.
1, Andrew B. Stroup. superintendent of schools for the said county, do
hereby certify that I have duly apportioned the school fund of snld
county on this, the 11th day of July,
1907. The amount of money subject
to such apportionment 4s M.4HS.80.
The total number
of persons of
You Don't Count the Cast
school age is 7,478. The rate per
pupil
is sixty cents, which Is ap- when eating our pies,
cakes and
portioned to the several school dispastry, for it's small In comparison
tricts as follows:
District, I'uplls
Amount. with the satisfaction you vain. The
1
$ 188.40
314
you start using the product! of
2
68
40.80 day
3
93
65.80 our bakery will be a red letter one
4
86
51.60 on your calendar.
Mark It up this
5
418
250.80 day.
6
121
77
80

7
8

173

9
10
11

58

173
3488
1222
69
159

6

12-2-

13
14
22
23
28
34
35
36

4

.

82

132

:

34
67
112

39

30

41
44
45
47
48
54

25
51
84

117
107

72.60
46.20
48.00
103.80
34.80
103.80
2.092.80
733.20
35.40
95.40
49.20
79.20
20.40
40.20
67.20
18.00
15.00
30.60
32.40
70.20

64.0

46.40

78

.i78

t4.486.80
ANDREW R STKOUP.
County School Superintendent.

KILLthe
and

CURE
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FROJJESA,

ARIZ.

Ariz.. July 12. The Mesa
Grape Growers' association
loaded
out its first car for this season Monday. There will be from 10 to 12
cars sent out during the month. The
present shipment Is of the Thompson
seedless variety, which has produced
a magnificent crop this year. J. M.
Cchuele, W. K. Bowen and Ed F.
Jones loaded the car from their vine
yards. They have made several large
express shipments
to Arizona and
New Mexico points and are receiving
from il to $1.2 j per crate for them.

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

Rest American Block, per ton.. $6. BO
Anthracite Nut, per ton
$8.50
.mrnracite stove ana Furnace
per ton
$0.50

WOOD
HaJaMMsMMDHaaBB

DRY CEDAR

Beaven

With

0NSUMPTI0N

OUGHSaH
OLDS

Price
COeli 11.00
Fits Trill.

barest and Quickest Cur for all
THROAT and LUNO T&OUB-m- s,
or MONEY BACK.

PIL Ef

-

EXCURSION
O-

-T-

Colorado
And Principal Eastern Points

that's

Jkrm
tf: St,CoJtRtJ Crea

fsunt

Household Goods

)xfords,

Keep busy until you find

ligh Shoes,

214 W.
Albuquerque

$3-5-

Gold Ave.

-

New Mexico

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

$4.00

Let us fit you.

WM. CHAPLIN

d.

DEVOE9 READY PAINT
One Gallon Cover
00 Square Feet.
PALMETTO ROOF TAUT!
Stop Leak. Last Five Tears.
JAP-A-LA-

A. E. WALKER,
rimm

INmURANCK
Secretary Mutual building
MILL tlon. Office at S17 Wen Rallreae
avenue.

THE OLDEST MILL IN THE CITT.
When In need of sasti, door, frames,
etc. fecreen, work a specialty. 403
South First street. Telephone 403.

W. E.

s

E

MAUGEP

WOOL

with Raub

Office,

If You Want A

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

d

C

408 Watt Rallraad Avaaua

Don't Forget The
PLANING

Annua

Thos. F. Keleher

BEST TOURNOUTS IN THE CITT
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

ALBUQUERQUE

Butttr,

o

12 1 Railroad

LIVERT, SALE, FEED AND
TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mule Bought and

from

absolutely
comfortable

On Sale Dally
June 1st to Sept, 30th

tht foot

$4.00

Star Furniture Co.

Dr. Williams' Indian PIS,
Ointment will cure HUnd
auu IlclilD.
llabaorLa tbe tumor,
nlluys tha ltcbiuK at onre, ac
us a Doultlre. ff'vra tnutant
lief. Dr. Wililann' Indian 1'ileOl j
I
merit i nrttnarptl far Ii iM.nd lt,.Ing of the private p:trla.
tfre.-jbox
warranted. l)v druiuriKta. hv tnnll nn r
Hpt of prlre. 60 cunta An f I.om, WiLLIJ.
IJNUMCTURING
r.u yeUua.Ohi
tl..
IOR SALE BT 8. TAKN A BON.

.

The burning and aching
caused by stiff soles and the
evils of thin soles are presented by the Red Cross. It
enables a woman to be on her
Feet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish

FIRST STREET.

Plumber

after-effect-

r

shoe

PINION

AND TOUNILLO.
TEILMS ST1UCTLY CASH.

Even if mercury and potash could cure Contagious Blood Poison the
condition in which these strong minerals leave the system would make tbe
"cure worse than the disease." But they cannot cure the vile disorder;
via
they can only cover up the symptoms for awhile or mask the disease in
the system, but as soon as the treatment is left off the hideous symptoms
return. ' Mercury and potash eat out the delicate lining of the stomach and
bowels, produce chronic dyspepsia by drying up the gastric juices, cause the
teeth to decay, and often completely break down the constitution, and where
they are used in large quantities, the bones become afTected, while the
disease for which one has so long- taken thin destructive treatment has
not been cured. Contagious Blood Poison is a disease it will not do to trifle
with. It is a vile, dangerous and destructive disorder. When the blood
becomes infected with its virus the mouth and throat ulcerate, hair and eyebrows Ciime out, glands in the neck and groin swell,
spots
appear on the flesh, and in severe cases sores break out on the body, the
Our work is as our name
finger nails drop off and the suiTcrcr is diseased from head t foot. S. S. S.
implies,
and our charges are
is the only known antidote for Contagious Blood Poison the one remedy
Low rates, long limit, tickets so
that is able to get to the root of the disease and force out every particle ol cepted on Limited and all other right.
the poison so that there are never any signs of its return It is purely trains. Call at ticket office and w
vegetable, made entirely from roots, herbs and barks of known curative will plan your trip back east We
as some medk iius do, S. S. S. are all going. Why not youT
value. Instead of leaving bad
tones np every part of the system and puts every part of the lo'.y in perfect
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co
health. It will also remove any lingering effects of former mineral treatment
while eradicating the poison from the circulation. Special book on the home
T. PURDY, Agent
treatment of this disease and any medical advice desired
free to all
who write.
THE SWL7T SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA. GA.
A. T. & S. F. RY.
copper-colore-

MKT

When you want to buy, sell,
rent or exchange

Mesa,

A CERTAIN SAFE
TREATMENT

aaajaaaaasaaaVaieBaWalal

602 80UTH

;

Shoe is comfortable
'he start.

COAL

S.

needed

The flexible sole Red Cross

South First Street.

SOT

John

'

Douglas, Ariz., July 12. Mexican
Consul Antonio Maza, Constable A
S. J. Shropshire and Ranger
Sam
Hayhurst
this morning, through
attorney,
Goodrich,
Ben
waived
their
preliminary examination before Jus
tlce of the Peace Ben Rice and were
held to the grand Jury under bonds
of $l,Oon each on the charge of kid
naping Manuel Sarabla from the city
jail across the line Into Mexico.
City Attorney Lockwood announced
the defendant Lee Thompson wanted
a preliminary hearing, which pro
ceeded at once, Mr. Lockwood de
fending and Attorneys
Ross and
Watson prosecuting. It will be con
eluded tomorrow.

PIONKER BAKKRY

breaking irj

No

WITH

I

GRAPES

LOOK AT MY WINDOW

M.
MANDELL
iHiHHinHHHHHHiniiiiiHHmTHtrrrmnnniHmmitr

.

on our large Illustrated catalog.
Is Just off the press, contains

Constipation.
For constipation there Is nothln
quite so nice as Chamberlain's Stom
ach and Liver Tablets. They always
produce a pleasant movement of the
bowels without any disagreeable effect. Price, 25 cents. Samples free
For sale by all druggists.

DeWltfs Little Early Risers. Small
sure, safe pills. Sold by J. H
O RIelly & Co.

CUT PRICES!
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Man-churia-

and considered one of the crack
pitchers
of the Mcintosh Browns,
and Johnny Koonz, a clerk in the
holdoffice and a good
baseman,
ing down the first sack for the
Browns, will leave early tomorrow
morning for El Paso with the Browns
for two games with the El Paso
team.
George and Arthur Wlckam, Hen
ry Weston, Herbert Galles, Walter
Galles, John Wardwell and W. Luk
Ing, pipe fitter appentlces
at the
hops, and members of the local battalion of the territorial national
guard, will leave next week with the
Ir.oal troops for Las Vegas, where
will be held
the annual encampment
a
assist'
Charles Rrant, formerly
ant to machine shop foreman Peter
McCullom. who resigned his position
here some time ago to go to Los Angeles, has returned to Albuquerque
and his old position.
All engines, freight and passenger,
used on the Arizona division when
In need of repairs are to be brought
to the local shops on account of the
shops at San Bernardino, Cal., being
out ol commission.
Two base ball teams have been organized at the bor.A The first Is
made up of pipe fitters apprentices
and is called The Candy Kids,"
while the second one Is made up of
the office clerks.
The extra list In the freight office
contains the names of five conductors
They are
without regular runs.
Wagner, Dakan, Cosgrove, Mitchell
and Finneron.
Engineer Manning and Conductor
Holdinghauser deadheaded here yes
terday morning from San Marclal to
take local engine 054 to Deming.
Payson Ripley, trainmaster of the
Hlo Grande division, has returned
from Boston and the east, where he
spent his vacation.
Switch engine 2005, which was
placed In the shops recently for a
new frame, was taken out yesterday
afternoon.
Engineers Clark. Rueh, Shepherd
and George Shade are on the "off
duty board.
Engineer Maloney of the coast line
freight service is laying off on ac
count of sickness.
W. J. Cook, head boiler washer at
San Marclal, spent yesterday in the

l&or.

11,

Winter' lingering in the lap of Spring did it. PerhaDS vou remember
that, when we expected pleasant weather early in the spring, it snowed. Then
it snowed again. And then it snowed between snows and all at the time
when we should have been selling Spring things. The short season leaves our
stock too large. NOW THINGS MUST GO. New season and new stock in
view. Plenty of time to wear light weights but short time in which to sell
thea. So, here goes. The more you buy the more you'll save. That's the

Atust
Meet Yellow Men In

at the shops.

.tuly

CUT PRICES ARE NOW ON THE BILL

Prepare to

America

Thursday,
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FIGHT

$100.

OVER

1

CITIZEN.

JAPAN WILL

1'ASSllOI.DERS MI ST USE
SLOW TRAIN'S ONIY
Chicago, July 12. The railroads
sre considering a proposition to. limit
the use of annual and occasional
passes to the slow trains. Much dissatisfaction, it Is said, has ben caused
by the
of the best accommodations by employes and officials of the roads. The man with
the pass Is said to have crowded out
the passenger who has had to pay
money for the privilege of riding
free has been abused. New rules may
be framed governing
the use of
passes which will prohibit all except
the highest officials from traveling
on the limited trains.
Superlntenden S. C. Marks has Issued a bulletin calling the attention
of all employes of the Q. H. & 8. A.
to the law passed by the Texas legislature prohibiting the drinking of
intoxicating liquors on board passenger trains operating within the state.
This law, like the other legislation
pertaining to railroad matters, Is effective July 12, and after that time
it will be unlawful for any booze to
'be either sold or drank on the trains.
Superintendent Marks has included
In his report an extract from the
law. It does not prevent the use of
liquor In case of sickness occurlng
on board the train, but In all other
cases to either sell or drink any such
intoxicating liciuors will be a jnisde- meanor and punishable by a fine of
rot less than $10 nor more than
Rill Nye, air foreman

EVENING

and Mauger

US North Flrat

ALIJUQt'EItQUE,

N.

BC

If.

TOTI X OR API
Dealer In Groceries, Provision. Bar
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wine Liquor
and Cigar. Place your order fr
thl line with ua.
NORTH TH ID ST
11S-IK-I-

THIRD STREET

Meat Market
of Freh and Salt U
Steam Sauaage Factory.
EMIL KUESWORT
Masonic Building, North Third Rtr
Alt Kind

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE. RRAL ESTAT1
NOTART PUBLIC.
RUicav.
Room 1) and 14 Croinw.ll
Albuquerque. Telephone No.

It.
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warmer.

soles, either for men or women.
m

takes our finest
grade of men's or

women's low shoes in Velour Calf, Vici Kid
or gun Metal.

They are extra snappy stylos and unexcelled In wear. Our
men and women ranRo
Patent Kid and Patent Colt Oxfords for you
If you want somefrom $3.50 to $1.00. They will delight
thing extra dressy.

See the

Reliance Electrical Co.
502 West Central

For First Class Repairing Work
in Anything Electrical

THE WAGNER HARDWARE GO.

Tinners

Plumbers

;

Is

next week.
Rev. W. W. Havens, superintendent
n
of the
for New
Mexico and Arizona, left this morning for Las Vegas, where he will listen to an address by Judge S. R. Art-inaof Indiana.
Miss Oliadys Childers, daughter of
Attorney and Mrs. W. B. Childers of
this city, returned yesterday on the
limited from Los Angeles and th?
beaches where for the past six weeks
sue nas Deen visiting.
TOO kTB TO CLASSIFY'.
Foil SALE Nice pony, also second
hand buggy and driving cart. W.
11. McMilllon,
J11 West Go Id ave.
FOR HKN'T Cut IK. 4 to 7 rooms,
one furnished; also store rooms.
W. H. McMilllon, real estate broker, 211 West Gold avenue.

' Our

nn

v

Rofrifr.

r
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Splendid dinner to liny Your Fall
ami Winter MM-- of Groceries.
$5,000
sale.
A great reduction
worth of staple groceries will be sold
ut auction btgir.nlng Wednesday, July
IT, u 2 l. m.. and continuing every
afternoon and evening until stock
has been reduced sufficiently to make
room for this year's purchase.
J. F. Palmer, the well known grolocated at 601
cer and feedman,
North First street, has decided to
take this method of reducing his
stock. Keep In mind the fact that
very little fruit will be grown In New
Mexico this year, and that groceries
are continually Increasing in price.
Canned goods will be sold In not less
than case lots. This will be an opportunity to stock up, goods will
positively go to the highest bidder for
SCOTT KNIGHT,
Auctioneer.

A

All Our

Boys'
Boys'

A BARGAIN'.

COAL
FOR CASH ONLY

Clean Gas Coke
Smithing Coal.

.

$8. SO
6.50
8.50
9.00
0.50
, 6.00

sizes

..i,

Green

LUMBER MILL WOOD.
".

'

Factory

Lids

JllfC'

most
complete
in the city

j'"

ky

"""i

ce

Extra Special!

Extra Special!

50 dozen High Grade Shirts,
worth $1.50 to $2.00, Green

200 dozen of 50c and 75c
Four - in - hand Ties, Green
Tagged,

9S Cento

25 Cento

Tagged,

92.M

Also Big Bargains in Hats, Hosiery, Underwear,. Suspenders, Etc.

5

W. H. II Alltl & CO,

Grinding and Renalrlne in Premises

Eyes Tested

Artificial Eyes

Exclusive Opticians

i

SIMON STERN
THE CENTRAL, AVENUE CLOTHIER

115 West Gold

A newjsupply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest

RAILROAD

We In rite

Percent
Discount

122 S. SECOND

119 W. GOLD

Percent
Discount

In order to make room for our new goods which are
bfiinc0 shiDDed from New York bv our
- Eastern buver
j.

mf

Summer Clothing Must Go

At Once

h
represents
We need the Room and the money
the saving to you. De not delay. This sale will positivet
ly close on July 20.
One-fift-

nv1-- " J

see Our Windows

Bread

Just Removed to 305
Sputh Second St
Phone 1056

-

Sale!

Clothing

ASK YOUR GROCER FOR

m

IS

0
o

traduction In Trlmmad Hat
Miss C. P. Crane
512

Reserved

MOWERS

None Better

56?mS2SS2S2:g
20
Shaw's

and Black suns

LAWN

TREE PRUNERS

AVE

EL Washburn Co.

Blue

HIGH GRADE
ENAMELWARE

McCof mick Harvesters and Mowers

I

All

WATER
COOLERS

Palace

Diamond, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Class, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUAKK DEAL.

T

Refrigerators, Gat den Hose. Garden Tools 8

Channel Cat Fish
Fresh Mackerel
Barracuda
Red Snapper
Salmon

THE

Semi-Annu- al

Batwaan Railroad and Copper Ave., Tat. 74

FRESH FISH

Just Arrived

Diamond

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

Filters

The Great

1.90

All Kindt of Indian and Mexican Good. Tba Cheapest
Plan to buy Navajo Blankets mud Mexican Drawn Work
Mall Ordora Carefully and Promptly rillad.

Water

Coolers

20

I

BENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North Flrt St.

Daven- -

0

12

8.75
10.75
8.75

Cream

Water

EVERITT

i

$4.90
2.90
5.75
4.75
3.90
2.90

2-Pi- ece

'

WGOD

14.75
12.75
1 1.75
10.75

.50

.$

$6.00 Suits, Green Tagged
$4.50 Suits, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 7.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 6.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 5.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 4.00 values, Green Tagged
Men's Trousers, 3.00 values, Green Tagged

lots for sale in the Highlands,
If sold at once.
JOHN V. MOORE REALTY CO.

Anthracite Nnt
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, furnace

Suits,

Two-Piec-

e
Coat and Pants, Worth $10, $12, $15 and
$17.50, Still on Sale at

19

American Block per ton
CerrOlos Lump

$10.75
17.75

Hart, Schafiner & Marx $24.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $20.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $18.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Sincerity Guaranteed $ 16.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $14.00, Green Tagged
Reliable Suits, worth $12.00, Green Tagged
Young Men's $ 15.00 Suits, Green Tagged
Young Men's $12.00 Suits, Green Tagged

J

AUCTION!

BEBBER OPTICAL CO.

the

All

Hart, Schaffner & Marx $27.50 Suits, Green Tagged

Savin

Line of

I

e

Anti-Saloo-

r

Alaska Refrigerators

is

hU morniiiQ.

Iis Vegas,
visiting friends tn the city,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Lavello left on
train No. 7 for Los Angeles last night.
James L. Benesch and wife, of
Denver, Colo., arrived In the city last
evening.
H. E. Naahan and II. A. Coraey,
In tho
of Chicago, transacted
Oty yesterday.
A. Judill ,a business nan of Kansas City, Mo., arrived In Alttuquvriiue
last .ventng.
postmaster and
filmon Neustadt.
merchant at Los Lunas, was a visitor
here yesterday.
Ellsworth Ingalls, federal attorney
In the Indian claims service, Is In
Las Vegas today.
H. C. Hasten and A. V. Dicker, of
Newkirk, Okla., arrived In Albuquer
que last evening.
E. S. Schmltt, a business man of St.
Joseph, Mo., ds visiting the local business men today.
who
Richard Dunn, a cattleman
lives at East Las Vegas, was a visitor
here yesterday evening.
Jack Akers, of Santa Fe, who
spent yesterday In Albuquerque, returned home last night.
A. Russell and Wdlllam Hastle, of
Wellington, Kan., are in the city on
a business and pleasure trip.
Captain Wright, a recruiting officer
of the U. 8. army, stationed at El
Paso, Is a visitor in the city today.
A.
Cauolett,
of Elizabethtown,
Tenn., arrived In Albuquerque last
night to Join his friend, J. A. Perry.
C. 8. Mattoon, a lumiber man, from
Maine, is in the city today Inspecting
company
Lumber
the American
plant.
(Miss Effle Loe, of Wlnslow, Ariz.,
who has been the guest of Mrs. A. M.
Bailey, of 1101 South Edith street,
has returned home.
H. E. Freelove, of Cufba, N. M.,
Is In the city today waiting for a
consignment of saw mill and Hour
miill machinery from St. Louis.
Hugh H. Harris, forest supervisor
of the Manzano and Mount Taylor
national forests, returned from an in
spectlon tour last evening.
Police Judge George R. Craig, who
with Mrs. Craig. Is In tort Mauison,
Iowa, on a vacation, is expected homo
about the first of next week.
Professor Julius Hurter, curator of
the St. Louis Academy oT Science,
Is In the city today after a western
trip In the Interest of ithe academy.
(Mrs. Emma Harney and Miss Ruth
Greene, of Los CerrlUos, and Mr.
Kittle Hall, of Blsbee, Ariz., arrived
In the city yesterday to visit friends.
The largest canvas sheet chat has
the
ever come to Albuquerque
local trade has Just been received by
heavy
extra
of
Is
made
Maze.
The
It

low shoe for everyday wear.

do
ff lO do
pO,DJ
JD.UU

Albuiieiiiiie
Mr. J. O. Mcintosh, of

N'ev.,

a fine Vici Kid or
CO OC Will get you
Velour Calf Oxford, with light or

4..0
extension

July 12. Local thunder
tonight; Saturday fair and

'

In

trwr la, IOT.

Green Tag Sale

la

F. D. Stevens and wife, of Topeka,
Kan., are in the city today.
Dudley Moulton, of Washington, D.
C, spent yesterday In the city.
E. 8. Wright of EM Paso, arrived

In our stylish low shoes. They are
made to fit the foot correctly and give
the wear that always satisfies.
Buys a man's or woman's Oxford
p l1 ICt
O made of fine Dongola with flexi-

ble soles.
A splendid

Ipnver,

nhoAvprs

FRIDAir,

tj

of our large sheep owners.
J. W. Anderson, a local grocer, left
this morning for Boston. Mass., where
he will visit relatives and friends, and
he will also attend the annual meet-i- n
of the Elks to be held In Phlla-delph-

FORECAST.

WE.VTHF41

CITIZEN.

army duck, measuring
100 feet,
arm wetgns 650 pounds.
cost
It
$300 and was a special order for one

PERSONAL

XA 1 314
There's Foot Comfort for You

EVENING

r

i

North Scond Srtet
-S-

pecialty

!!
Alaska Refrigerators
White Mountain Ice Gream Freezers o

FANCY DRY COOPS
Stamping Done to Order.
Materials for

224 W.

TICKETS

R.R.

AND

Hercuies fowaer

Tinning

High Explosives

Mine and Mill

and

Gold

60U6HT. SOLO

Transactions

Ooarantaao

Mo n. n. n. M

Mail Orders Solicited- 7Z
f 19, II a, tIT. ttouth rtrat mtraat
Albuquerque,
dot, do, North rirtt mtroet

Supplies

--

EXCHAN6ED

Association Office

nuStNrlcl U'5,

wine
ana

FA NCY WORK
C Wilson

l

Garden Hose and Lawn Mowers

of

STYLISH ORKSSMAKINQ

Mrs. M.

W

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

ft

Net Mexico

o
ft
o

ft
ft
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